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ABSTRACT

Following Jane Tompkins' proposalinWest of Everything that the cowboy

generates his sense of self by opposing eastern centres as well as migrating across prairie

landscape, and Dick Harrison's suggestion in Unnamed Country that Canadian prairie

writing has developed no such figure, I choose to examine the impact of the

(predominantly) American cowboy on Canadian prairie fiction. The conflicting dynamics

of Harold Innis' Laurentian Thesis, which states that Canadian culture and identity were

imported from the east, and Frederick Turner's Frontier Thesis, arguing that American

identity is generated on the new frontier, provide means to interrogate the ways in which

the cowboy represents and reveals different aspects of Canadian identity than can be

found through the comparable law-making figure of the Mountie. The cowboy opposes

the Laurentian Thesis, but, I argue, does not simply translate the Frontier Thesis to

Canada. I track the ways the cowboy inflects Canadian prairie life - through the lenses of

gender, of national selfhood, and of First Nations identity - by examining the writing of

Sinclair Ross, Guy Vanderhaeghe, and Thomas King.
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Crossing the Medicine Line:
The Cowboy in Canadian Prairie Fiction

CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

Starspangled cowboy

sauntering out of the almost-

silly'West, on your face

a porcelain grin,

tugging a papier-mâché cactus

on wheels behind you with a string - Margaret Atwood, "Backdrop Addresses Cowboy"

The mythical Wests of Canada and the United States exert dramatic force on

Canadian writers, and are of enormous imaginative importance in Canadian fiction. InWolf

Willow, Wallace Stegner shows something of that force when he describes an ordinary road

map of the United States that, for courtesy's sake, includes the flrst hundred miles of the

Canadian side of the line. Such a map, he explains, denies the commonality of landscape;

men and women on both sides of the border experience the same physical prairie, 'hotable

primarily for its weather, which is violent and prolonged; its emptiness, which is almost

frighteningly total; and its wind, which blows all the time in away to stiffen your hair and

rattle the eyes in your head" (3). It is in this shared space, which is marked off by borders

and frontiers, that struggles of national identity are often at their most potent. To properly

discuss how writers of the prairie depict such struggles between sometimes competing

claims of identity, it is helpful to establish the influential explanations by which each nation

has conceived of "the West."
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The medicine line that divides Canada and the United States also divides the

countries' mythical histories - in the words of Donald'Worster, the "'Wild 'West" of America

and the "Mild W'est" of Canada (24). Though, as Dick Harrison explains in Unnamed

Country, the means of land dispersal in Canada were modeled on those of the US - dividing

"the West into townships six miles square containing thirty-six sections of 640 acres, each in

turn divided into 160 acre quarter-sections" (19) - the narrative and mythological

development of the two countries were remarkably different.

Harrison argues that for several decades Canada did not develop its own literature of

the West. When Canadian authors did come to represent their West, Harrison contends, they

most often addressed the encounter between an old culture and a new land. Eastern eyes saw

the prairies inadequately - with the eyes of men and women who had a pre-existing national

affiliation, an antecedent identity. Although Canadian novelists in the late nineteenth century

produced frontier romances after the manner of Walter Scott or James Fenimore Cooper,

Harrison further explains, even sensational works akin to the dime novels of the American

West, "the real prairie was virtually ignored" (26). Though Robert Stead may have written

about cowboys inThe Cow-Puncher, for instance, it remains a novel that finds a divine

natural order, represented by an Edenic landscape, at odds with the comrpt human order.

Even Stead, a writer "whose aim was to record the settlement of the Prairie Provinces"

(Stich 76), virtually ignored the prairie itself.

Harison invokes Sinclair Ross's As For Me and My House as typical of what

Canadian writers did when they frnally engaged the land they inhabited rather than the land

they imagined: they turned inward and stiffened their "meager cultural defenses against the

natural environment" (40). The primary reason for this, Harrison argues, is that for quite
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some time Canadian prairie writers carried an excess of cultural baggage. These writers

experienced, as Stegner articulates the circumstances, ¿rn historical education fixed in the

east: "the closest it came was Frontenac. Montcalm and Wolfe. and the Plains of Abraham"

(28). Among prairie inhabitants of immigrant stock there was no engagement with the real

west, excepting - for Stegner, as for many of us growing up on the prairies - a highly

compromised version of the Métis nation and the Riel Rebellion. "The one relic of the local

past that we were all aware of, the line of half-tumbled chimneys where the Métis village

had once stood on the edge of Chimney Coulee, had in our mouths a half-dozen

interpretations, all of them wrong" (28).

ThroughoutWolf Willow Stegner distills what characterizes much study of the west:

contested historical frontiers. According to CL Higham, some Canadian historians have

understood their cultural past as informed by the Laurentian Thesis, or "hinterlands theory"

(One West lxiii). Drawing on the work of Harold Adams Innis, this theory sees the

metropolises in Europe and eastern Canada as arbiters of Canadian artistic, economic, and

political development. JMS Careless formulates the model thusly in "Frontierism,

Metropolitanism, and Canadian History":

Briefly, this implies the emergence of a city of outstanding size to dominate

not only its surrounding countryside but other cities and their countrysides,

the whole area being organized by the metropolis, through control of

communication, trade, and finance, into one economic and social unit that is

focused on the metropolitan 'centre of dominance' and through it trades with

the world. (One West 11205)
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As R. Douglas Francis explains, "this interpretation of history argues that the most creative

and major developments in the history of Canada occurred not on the frontier nor in the

'West, but in the metropolitan centres of central Canada, most notably Montreal and Toronto

and in the Laurentian lowlands" (One West II18). Iri this interpretation, metropolitan centres

are more important than their surrounding territories, creating two types of regions:

heartlands, or regions of dominance, and hinterlands, their regions of subservience. In the

Laurentian model, North American civilization is an extension of European civilization.

On the other hand, American cultural expression has often been understood through

the lens of Frederick Jackson Turner's "Frontier Thesis," which came to attention in his

1893 lecture, "The Significance of the Frontier in American History." Tumer emphasized a

progressive development of American society as it moved west. He asserted that, due to the

availability of "free land," the frontier was of utmost significance in American history and

the settlement of that land was a mythical process that transformed the settlers into

Americans. For him, the qualities that define the American character - individualism,

democracy, egalitarianism, idealism, inventiveness - were either formed or revealed by the

settling of the'West. To the frontier, he claimed,

the American intellect owes its strikins characteristics. That coarseness and

strength combined with acutenrr, *O"rrrnuisitiveness ; that practical,

inventive turn of mind, quick to find expedients; that masterful grasp of

material things, lacking the artistic but powerful to effect great ends; that

restless, nervous energy; that dominant individualism, working for good and

for evil, and withal that buoyancy and exuberance which comes with freedom

4
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- these are traits of the frontier. or traits called out elsewhere because of the

existence of the frontier. (One West II 189)

Because of a return to primitive conditions, American settlers were freed from the influence

of their European history; this geographical isolation meant that those people growing up in

frontier settlements had a capacity and aptitude for the kind of strong individualism that was

a source of (re)generation for the American spirit.'Whereas, for the Laurentian Thesis,

Canadian cultural definition came from the east, on the other hand the United States,

according to a Turnerian understanding, became "the V/est writ large" (One West II 77)

because, for Turner, character and culture were created onthe frontier, not brought to it. The

'West, then, became the region that defined American national mythology. The American

western landscape became metaphorized, the frontier a process in itself, in a way that

contrasts strongly with certain views of the Canadian westem landscape.

If we are to accept these contrasting major national theories of history, it would seem

to follow that Canadians and Americans tell western stories differently. Those possibilities

probably remain even though there has been a growing critique of Innis' and Tumer's

theses, about their imperial impulses, and how they construct imagined places that erase

varied lived histories. Whatever the validity of Innis' theories, it would seem to be the case

that, despite Canada's understood attachment to England and France, its early European

immigrants formed new societies, encountered and defined frontiers, and emerged as a

unique nation.

What complicates attempts to distinguish the Canadian prairie from the American

plains is the reality that the Wests of Canada and the United States are culturally diverse

within themselves, yet each of them, on either side of the 49ù parallel, is bound together
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geographically with the other. Though there are many similarities between the historical

'Wests 
- both nations have displaced Aboriginal populations, forced to the margins; both

nations have witnessed "a diverse immigration of Chinese railroad workers, Russian peasant

farmers, French or Spanish missionaries in black robes, and millions of English-speaking

poor people" (Worster 24) - divergent national viewpoints endure, and continue to shape

actions and fictions.

Nevertheless, the differing historical perspectives provide fertile ground for

imaginative resistance to the traditional interpretations of history. In at least some

explanations, the Mountie - the pre-eminent symbol of Canadian nationalism (Dawson 3) -
has defined the Canadian prairie, while the cowboy, qualified by a geographical and

historical setting, and moving over or near a frontier that evokes Tumer's thesis, has

informed the American plains. The recognizable "m5rth of the West" exists for America in

the form of the cowboy, "the mythic descendent of American frontiersman" (Mitchell 141),

the man who has been celebrated in popular culture for his capacity to confront the very

landscape that informed his nation. However, I contend that it is also possible to interrogate

myths of Canadian national identity through the figure of the cowboy.

The cowboy is actually an ideal figure for the kind of border crossing work that

challenges the view of Canadian history traditionally supported by Innis' theory. The

cowboy, in Turnerian fashion, typifies the mythic dialectic between an untamed West and a

civilized East - a dynamic in direct contrast to the model proposed by the Laurentian Thesis.

Historically, the cowboy is situated in a time when the United States craved redefinition as

more than a European hinterland. Between the American Revolution and the emergence of

the Westem as a recognizable geme, a number of American demands for cultural

6
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emancipation from England came to a head. Seeking an independent literature, Noah

'Webster wrote, "we shall always be in leading strings till we resort to original writers and

original principles instead of taking upon trust what English writers please to give us"

(Barnett 21). Though there was no consensus on what these "original principles" might be,

or even on what elements constituted "American life." what mattered was the call to action.

Louise Bamett notes Charles Brockden Brown's assertion in the preface to Edgar Huntly

that "puerile superstition and exploded manners, Gothic castles and chimeras, are the

materials usually employed" in the works of previous, British authors when, for Americans,

"the incidents of Indian Hostility, and the perils of the Western wilderness, are far more

suitable" (22).For Brown and many other writers, the mythic possibilities of the wild

American west matched for cultural definition any imaginative landscape in Europe.

The very themes that Brown so enthusiastically endorsed did indeed take on

momentum, memorably so, in what generically was to become the'Western. Even more

striking, perhaps, is the fact that the period of history that the'Westem geffe contains spans

only a short period of time. Will Wright explains that "the crucial period of settlement in

which most'Westerns take place lasted only about thirty years, from 1860 to 1890" (5).

Between the beginning of the "Indian wars" in 1861, when the Cheyenne found their lands

invaded by gold miners and felt the effect of the Homestead Act of 7862, to the opening of

the Oklahoma territory in 1889 to homesteaders, the great cattle drives lasted only for

around twenty years (1866-1885) and in that same stretch virtually all of the American

Indians had been either exterminated or placed on reservations. Wright states that "the

historical reality of the West provided fertile soil for the growth and development of myth"

(4) even though the entire period of western settlement lasted less than fifty years, and the
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life of the cowboy not much more than half of that time. Clearly, the history of the era alone,

in its brevity of duration, cannot explain the pervasive cultural influence of the cowboy

material. What the cowboy draws his imaginative power from, most fully, is myth.

History and fiction, like fact and fiction, have often been presented as binary

opposites, argues Herb V/ylie. History, he explains, in its recent and professional

formulation, "has been seen as a scientific, factual, objective representation of the past,

governed by assumptions about historical causality, progression, and continuity" ("Opposite

of History" 21). Myth, on the other hand, "has been largely associated with a poetic,

prehistorical consciousness and seen as a symbolic discourse which stands in a figurative

rather than representational or mimetic relationship to reality" (21). History, in many

formulations of how best to understand our human situation, has often been the privileged

term, supposedly offering superior access to the truth and so in a better position to arbitrate

the sufficiency of various narratives.

In radical reassessment of such views of history, Hayden White argues in "The

Value of Narrativity in the Representation of Reality" thatnarrative is a mode through

which historians naturalize historiographical discourse as a presentation of the real, "out of a

desire to have real events display the coherence, integrity, fullness, and closure of an image

of life that is and can only be imaginary" (White Z7).Wylie argues that questioning the

mimetic viability of historiography, in effect revealing that historians' narratives are

anything but "natural" or neutral, shows that standard oppositions between fact and fiction

are gtounded in a problematic "metaphysics of realism" (21), one which "both contemporary

theory and contemporary f,rction have profoundly troubled" (21). While it would unduly

privilege the Western to equate it with the scholarly, if flawed, historiography of klnis, the
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model provided by the Laurentian thesis remains, nevertheless, a way of organizing an

historical narrative - not unlike the myth of the cowboy.

The cowboy's narrative can, indeed, provide us with additional tools to examine the

writing of the Canadian prairie. Although the pulp Westems that once so thoroughly

pervaded the American popular consciousnesst were not renowned for their literary

accomplishments, they were powerfrrl mythmakers and the cowboy was central to their

mythmaking. These novels were concemed with western space, specifically the grand

expanse of the frontier. Novels of the frontier evoked epic conflicts between settling men

and women and a vast, wild, and inhospitable land, populated by threatening savages. The

early-mid nineteenth century novels of James Fenimore Cooper @eginning withThe

Pioneers in 1823) established the popular formula for the'Western. Their settings, heroes,

villains, and primary conflicts follow a similar pattern of action (as do their thousands of

successors), whether or not the protagonist is a rancher, a marshal, or an outlaw.

So do other narrative forms. According to John G. Cawelti inThe Six-Gun Mystique,

the historical popularity of autobiographical narratives of Western experience and popular

biographies of Western heroes like Daniel Boone, Kit Carson, Buffalo Bill Cody and

General Custer, increasingly reflected the main elements of the formula that was finally

enshrined in the spectacle of the Cody's V/ild West Show. Gradually, the cowboy replaced

the fronúer scout as the archetypal Western hero. The usurpation was entirely fitting, and it

was enthusiastically supported, for the cowboy summed up many qualities that Americans

admired, and because, too, cowboy stories embodied better than most Turner's frontier

thesis of Manifest Destiny that had so early and so unshakably seized the American

imagination. As Jeffrey Wallmann explains, the cowboy's basic function was to promote the

9
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Tumerian narrative that individuals could "reinvent themselves and so become whatever

they wished to be - the very essence of the American Dream" (136).

Befitting the mythology of a nation set to define itself as what it was not - effete,

European - the cowboy narrative is one of definitions and of oppositions. The conflicts at

the heart of most cowboy stories are basic, which is not to say that they are easily resoluble.

In them, a set of moral injunctions is placed against an altemate code or series of codes. The

thematic core of the cowboy story comes from the resolution of this conflict (Mitchetl 39).

The plot offered by the cowboy's struggle is appealing, argues Jane Tompkins in her book

West of Everything, because "it seems to offer escape from the conditions of life in modern

industrial society: from a mechanized existence, economic dead ends, social entanglements,

unhappy personal relations, political injustice" (a). The fantasy of the American'West is a

dream of a time and space where men and women suffered and toiled valiantly, creating a

nation out of a wilderness. The Western, certainly, is appealing as escapist entertainment but

it can serve, has served, and continues to serve, also, as a national mythology. By

demonstrating a code of ethics as the basis for his actions, and performing his trials in a

recognizable but exotic past, the cowboy is well suited to symbolize aromaÍrticized version

of nation.

The cowboy, however, does not have the same m¡hological traction in Canada as he

does in the United States. His myth, though powerfrrl in Canada, is one absorbed and

diffused by osmosis across the 49ú parallel. The American cowboy draws meaning from the

frontier landscape, and early Canadian writers did not engage in this kind imaginative work.

Dick Harrison cites Henry Kreisel's notion that those novelists who did, in fact, describe the

prairie landscape were primarily concemed with "the impact of the landscape upon the

10
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mind" (7). For Harrison, however, the claim does not provide a clear resolution about prairie

literature but an acknowledgment that the question of how landscape affects the mind is one

that remains unanswered and must be contended with. Far more frequent in early prairie

writing were models that conceived of the prairie exclusively as usable space, a common

theme in variations of the Laurentian Thesis. The joumals of explorers and fur traders, like

Henry Kelsey and Anthony Henday, described mainly "the means of survival and resources

useful to the fur trade" (4).

Despite the lack of Eastem attention, the history of prairie space and place is a

central reality behind the writing of the Canadian prairies. The writers who conceived of the

Canadian prairie as hinterland were often left drawing a blank the emptiness bothered them.

Though the lack of a unique verbal tradition for the Canadian prairie mirrored the American

situation, Canada's status as a British colony influenced the development of its prairie

writing differently. The paradigms used to engage with the Canadian landscape were drawn

from predominantly European models; when explorers looked at the place and described it,

they did not pay attention to the prairie in and of itself and often compared it to the sea -

their imaginations, Harrison explains, "always more at home with what has already been

rendered imaginatively" (7). When the prairie did incite the imagination, it was presented as

a nearly supernatural force that disquieted its eastem witnesses. Harrison points to the words

of George Monro Grant, in his book Picturesque Canada, where he describes this haunting

quiet: "silence as of the grave reigns supreme from morning to night. The spirits of the most

buoyant traveler sink as he rides deeper and deeper into this terrible silence, unless he has

learned to commune with the Eternal" (9). In Grant's report puts into question the superior

11
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position of a human in relation to nature, all progress reduced within an engulfing and

unanswering silence "an apparently interminable expanse" (10).

Canadian fiction focuses particularly on the play between a frontier that offers

freedom and one that provokes fear. While American writers developed the cowboy to

mitigate the tension, Canadian writers did not. However, through early Canadian writing

was not, like its southern neighbour, dominated by the heroic scout figures of Buffalo Bill or

soldiers like General Custer, there were settler-heroes in early Canadian fiction. The hunter-

settler figure - like Daniel Boone, Cooper's Leatherstocking and their literary descendents -

took the form of the voyageur inErench Canadian literature. Jack Warwick argues that the

voyageur in French Canadian literature was similarly "torn between the lure of anarchic

freedom in the pays d'en haut and the commitments and attractions of ordered social

existence in the settlements" (Harrsion 10). The voyageur and the hunter-settler typify an

instinct to be both excited by the promise of the frontier, to indulge in the freedom it

provides, and to impose their human order upon it.

Harrison makes a compelling argument for the lack of a similar figure in English

writing of the Canadian prairie. In place of a hunter-settler who adapts to the landscape,

characters like Frederick Philip Grove's Abe Spaulding and Robert Stead's John Harris are

torn "between the desire to work harmoniously with the land and the tempatation to exploit

if' (10). Harrison contends that Canadian prairie writing "may be weaker dramatically"

because it has developed no hunter-settler character, "but then it describes a very different

western culture, one with very little time for anarchy" (10). Whereas the American frontier

hero struggles between taming the wilderness and embracing the freedom it provides, the

Canadian prairie hero, being more domestic, must decide how to cultivate the land. In

t2
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Harrison's formulation, the Canadian protagonist, then, exists in contrast to the American

hero because they confront differing ethical dilemmas.

The disparity between the ethical dilemmas that motivate the writing of the Wests

becomes clear in the choice of protagonists. The competing figures of the cowboy and the

Mountie, it has been argued, embody the difference between the Canadian and American

mythologies. The Canadian West was, according to Harrison, rarely a frontier, if we take

Tumer's definition - that place where civilization advances to confront wild(er)ness:

"Central Canada was not looking to an advancing frontier to provide its identity or mature

its character. There was little demand for a frontier myth in the Canadian consciousness of

the time" (7a). Further, Canadian cattlemen and ranchers did not have to fight for possession

of their land, with the Mounties there to maintain peace and order. Canada was a part of the

British Empire, "part of one imperial organism, whose people enjoyed the British

institutions of their forefathers" (Careless 195), not an entirely new nation trying to establish

its own identity. The Canadian'West was important space, to be sure, but it was not a liminal

space within which the nation would define itself in rugged self-sufficiency. It was, rather,

less dramatically, less forcefully, a land from which to draw raw materials. Canadian settlers

lived on what is usually described as its own kind of plain, patrolled by the North'West

Mounted Police Living in a land that was already tied to the East in communications and

cofirmerce, and policed by its officers; they did not need the cowboy or the scout to embody

their national identity. Theirs was an already organized world and one that was answerable

to a distant power.

The Mountie frequently, a1¿ most powerfully, represented the remote authority of

the East. The frontier values of the American'Western - individualism, egalitarianism,

t3
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inventiveness, coarseness - were, in Canada, tempered by "a faith in a higher, intangible

order" (Harrison 75). This higher order finds its apotheosis in the Mountie. Like the cowboy,

he is a figure who illustrates the opposition between right and wrong. But the Mountie is not

an outlaw; unlike the cowboy, who exercises extra-legal powers, the Mountie represents

"the constituted law of the territory" (78). He symbolizes the superiority of Canadian order

over American frontier chaos and "a central authority that tamed the west and in doing so

provided the nation with a tradition for decency and paternalism that Canada's neighbour

could not match" (Dawson 25).

And yet, the Mountie, as a vital symbol for one tradition of the Canadian West, fails

to provide an image of western self-definition. On the contrary, his role as emissary from

civilized metropolises in the East (in Canada and Great Britain) makes him an apt

figurehead in a Laurentian analysis. The cowboy draws his power and identity from the

dynamics of his relationship to the land in the West, while the Mountie does not - the

Mountie's authority, represented by his rank and standing amongst other officers, is

bequeathed to him by an outside power. This is one of the defining characteristics of the

Mountie: he is Eastern, linked to a paternal past, aligned with the dominance of the old

guard, and reassured in faithful allegiance to a group of fellows. His costume, as if to mark

off his basic difference, was as distinct as the cowboy's, but even less changeable. It remains

a visible reminder of the invisible hierarchical order that the Mountie maintains and

promotes.

It is perhaps not so surprising, then, that Michael Dawson contends that the Mountie

has more in common with Victorian romances than with Westerns.'Whereas the'Western

represents a break from the European narrative tadition, Mountie narratives most closely

t4
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parallel British stories of colonial adventure and Maritime sea stories in which young

protagonists achieved manhood through devotion to authority and by overcoming physical

trials (36). The Mountie's righteousness drew more from conduct than from brute strength;

his refinement was what differentiated him from the lawbreakers he was policing, and his

refusal to fully conform to the wildness of his territory marked him as superior to any other

gentleman in the V/est. As Harrison points out, the Mountie's strength, almost directly

personifying Innis' thesis, "lies in his total acceptance of an authority emanating from a

remote centre of empire" while the cowboy represents a new order that "is generated from

the immediate particulars of experience" (79).

Though the Canadian prairie may not have been the'Western's Tumerian frontier, the

cowboy allows for a greater imaginative engagement with the land itself than does the

Mountie. When Tompkins identifies the physical nature of the Westem, rather than

psychological underpinnings, as central to that narrative, she provides a clue about how the

Western can illuminate our view of the Canadian prairie. Sensation underlies the cowboy's

every experience, and his physical existence on the grasslands is primary. In the introduction

to West of Everything Tompkins cites as emblematic the opening paragraphs of Louis

L'Amour's novel HeIIer with a Gun.

He was two days out of Deadwood and riding for Cheyenne, and the

nearest shelter was at Hat Creek Station, probably fifty miles along.

V/ind knifed at his cheek. He drew deeply on his cigarette. Whoever

followed him had the same problem. Find shelter or die. The wind was a

moving wall of snow and the evening was filled with vast sound (11).

15
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L'Amour is not solely concerned with the clash between man and nature, but he does

stress the struggle between a man's endurance to hold fast to his unrelenting purpose and his

temptation to succumb. The landscape the cowboy traverses defines his heroism - it, not a

force from elsewhere, informs his identity. In the Western, the grasslands are not simply a

storehouse for natural resources, but become a vital imaginative landscape. The cowboy can

provide inventive openings onto the Canadian landscape because he reveals a narrative

investment in a version of life from the local region rather than from the metropolis.

As a matter of fact, the immediate facts of nature, not the influence of the East, are

most frequently the source of whatever introspection may appear in the cowboy narrative.

The particulars of the local landscape generate his identity, not forces from elsewhere. Take

for instance the protagonist of L'Amour's Heller with a Gun, in those opening paragraphs,

where L'Amour articulates the relationship between man and nature in the Western: "it was

a hard land, and it bred hard men to hard ways" (15). The cowboy narrative appeals to a

belief that identity, as Turner suggested, is formed in the encounter with the land.

And yet Turner's conception of a frontier landscape - a place where one can find a

vision of (American) men renegotiating the boundaries between civilization and nature - is

no less a mirage than is Innis' view of Canadian history. As unofficial delegate of Turner's

thesis, the cowboy represents an artifice that "vindicates conflict, violence, and vengeance,

and the social and political hierarchy it creates, putting adult white males on top with

everyone else in descending order underneath" (Tompkins 73). That the rüestem myth does

not reflect traditional readings of Canadian history does not mean that its narratives do not

point toward our history or our fiction - conflict, violence, and social and political hierarchy

did not suddenly stop upon reaching the 49ú parallel. The narative of the cowboy provides
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an alternative lens with which to read Canadian prairie fiction. I am arguing therefore that

the cowboy's narrative, even in its artifice - especially in its artifice - affords a reading of

Canadian literature that interrogates the cultural construction of historical metanaratives

and enables new presentations of the prairie.

However, imagining the Canadian cowboy does not offer a new mythology so much

as an exploration of the limitations of the old mythologies. He challenges the constructions

of Canadian history and interrogates the myths that the Canadian frontier was a place of

peace, order, and good government. The Mountie, I am arguing, is a Canadian symbol that

denies the commonalities of life on either side of the border, an ambassador of the

Laurentian Thesis who presents what British historian Raphael Samuel would charcctenze

as the tight, orderly story of a nation, presented through "a unified subject matter,

consecutive narrative, familiar landmarks, well-marked periods and a sequence of cause and

effect" (10) - one that speaks only to the experiences of a very limited number of Canadian

citizens. To be sure, the prairie wilderness in Canadian fiction does not conform fully to

Turnerian paradigms any more than it does to Innis' theories; it is less a site of conflicts

exposing heroic courage, or a site at which the highest ideals from elsewhere are realized,

than a landscape of constant re-definitions. An examination of the myth of the cowboy's

interaction with the prairie permits an examination of the artifice of the Canadian national

mythologies.

As engaged by Canadian writers, the cowboy is often a stand-in for the reckless

bravado of American cultural forces. Many Canadian writers, in their critique, distance

themselves from the American myth. Margaret Atwood, in her poem "Backdrop Addresses
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Cowboy" for example, does not engage the cowboy as a realistic character so much as a

symbol of American imperialist culture:

what about the I

confronting you on that border,

you are always trying to cross?

I am the horizon

you ride towards, the thing you can never lasso

I am also what surrounds you:

my brain

scattered with your

tincans, bones, empty shells,

the litter of your invasions.

I am the space you desecrate

as you pass through. (71)

Atwood's Canadian backdrop resists both its classification as scenery to an American

mythology and the encroachment of the American invasion that the cowboy so violently

signifies. Al Purdy's "At the Movies" offers a similar cultural critique, casting Canadian

"Eskimos and whites" as the viewers 'Jammed into a Nissan hut to / watch Gary Cooper and

Burt Lancaster / in a Technicolor western shootemup" (77). Both Purdy and Atwood create

a highly self-conscious distance between themselves and the mythology they wish to

critique2. The Westem motifs they explore are decidedly artificial, infiltrating as filmic

exports. Yet neither poem, though interrogating the ways that American mythology informs
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Canadian imaginations, explores the ways the cowboy might reflect any particular facets of

Canadian identity.

Atwood and Purdy's focus on the cowboy allows for parodic inversion of American

cultural mythology, but the cowboy can function on a different symbolic register as well. In

WoIf Willow, Stegner articulates a desire for a different type of interrogation through his

vivid revisiting of Whitemud - its actual name and appropriate title is Eastend - which lies

at the center of his imaginary probing of boundaries. Stegner troubles the borders between

past and present, civilization and nature, and the line between north and south. His

fascination does not limit itself, as is so often the case in writing about the Canadian West,

to regional definition. Stegner wants to explore Frontiers, Western mythology, and the Wild

'West. How do we tell Western stories? he seems to ask. His project, to imagine frontiers in

new ways, can be well illustrated in the appropriation of American cultural myths by

Canadian writers. For writers invested in interrogating not only the imperialistic

interventions of American symbols, but also their power in inspiring Canadian writers, the

mythic cowboy is, indeed, a potent imaginative construct.

The cowboy features prominently in the work of Sinclair Ross, Guy Vanderhaeghe

and Thomas King, weaving through their fiction in often surprising ways. By questioning

the reception of history through the lens of myth (specifically the American Western), these

authors trouble the distinction between the myth of the cowboy and the m¡hologies of the

Canadian prairies. He remains in that fiction a figure of mythic power, but he also stands in

parodic contrast to the Turnerian frontier hero as well as the steadfast Mountie. For Ross, in

his novel As For Me and My House, as well as his early short fiction, the cowboy is a figure

who allows for newly gendered readings of the prairie, distorting and subverting the binaries
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of gendered space, and illustrating how the prairie landscape itself generates identity. In

Vanderhaeghe's The Englishman's Boy, alook at a Hollywood version of the Cypress Hill

Massacre, the event that led to the creation of the NWMP, illuminates the artifice of

historical representation. As for Thomas King, he uses the cowboy in Green Grass, Running

Water to expose the exclusionary spaces in narratives of national identity. These texts all see

the cowboy not as a new source of a national mythology but as part of a narrative device that

enables new readings for old stories.

The relationship of men and women to the space they inhabit, arelationship that is

underplayed in the Laurentian model, motivates in large part the writing of the Canadian

prairies. The cowboy, in all his contradictions, helps to explore these fraught relationships.

He is a figure who deals in oppositions and borders; as such, he is uniquely suited to

exposing the constructed oppositions and borders that inform the history of the Canadian

west. As fictions, the texts in this assemblage indeed challenge the very notion of history,

suggesting through arange of strategies that history is another type of fiction.
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CHAPTER TV/O
A Mannish Verve:

The Parodic Cowbovs of Sinclair Ross

"Let him ride with the men - or alone." -As ,o, *, and. My House

Don Walker cites fiction like Sinclair Ross's as being a doorway into a prairie

history often denied voice. Though the business history of ranches and cities is well-

documented and archived through thorough, if not meticulous, "municipal governments and

courts with their records, newspapers with their often detailed reporting, and even citizens

with the time and interest to keep local annals" (Walker 19), the emotional lives of men and

women on the prairie often do not f,nd expression in standard historical models. According

to R. Douglas Francis, the pattem of history that has most informed Canadian mythology is

Harold Innis' Laurentian Thesis or "hinterland theory," which argues that creativity and

culture in the West was imported from the East. Innis' theory powerfully dislocates the lived

realities of the prairies, the very concerns that most occupy the fiction of Sinclair Ross.

Ross's writing could be seen to take up the standard of a competing historical model, that of

Frederick Tumer's Frontier Thesis. However, Turner's view of the westem frontier -

representative of the progress, development and positive characteristics of Americans -

often ignores, as does Innis's conception of history, the emotional lives of the historical

subjects it describes. So strong, argues Howard Lamar, has been the Turnerian vision of the

frontier hero sffuggling against an inhospitable and savage natural environment, that praise

of the pioneering spirit overwrites the most important daily concerns of the pioneers:

occupation, family, ethnicity, religion, friendships, and leisure (36). These lived realities,

often unrecognizedby dominating schools of historiographic thought, are of the utmost

importance to the writing of Sinclair Ross.
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The focus on the less-than-epic aspects of prairie life, and Ross's ambivalence

toward the more heroic aspects of the Westem, do not preclude his exploration of the mythic

tropes of the cowboy in his fiction. Ross's fiction most often features versions of the

cowboy, rather than versions of the Mountie, because of the former's more direct

relationship to the land he traverses. However, Ross's cowboys are not standard; they

traverse a literary prairie of stark landscapes and nigh unbearable emotional tensions, unlike

Turner's terms for those occupying a more Edenic West. 'We 
can, for the most part, locate

the emotional and thematic locus of Ross's work not in a Turnerian vision of progress but in

the drama borne of the conflict between a powerfully described setting (usually, in Ross's

earlier writings, the wind-scrubbed prairies of the Depression), with its constraints on

marriage and identity, and the "characters' fantasies of a good harvest, a promising future

for their children, or a happy marriage" (Esterhammer 16). Though Ross's cowboys are

hardly typical of the 'Western hero, his fiction features many of the conìmon tropes of the

Vy'estem: it is a world of horse opera, cowboys, adultery, bastards, jealousies, mistaken

identities, illicit attraction, noble steeds, and small-town gossip. It is, too - and the matter is

cenhal to my interests here - a world in which the cowboy illustrates binaries by parodically

subverting them; in the cowboy's fictionality Ross exposes and interrogates the artifice of

gendered space and social roles.

Considering the inordinate attention paid to the verisimilitude of Ross's writing, a

reader might suppose that any consideration of the mythic cowboy is out of place. And yet,

as readers also note, one of the primary tropes of the Western makes itself apparent in

Ross's fictional universe: men and women have trouble communicating in a world where

their isolation is, as Margaret Laurence describes it in her introductionto The Lamp at Noon
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and Other Stories, "virtually complete," an "extreme condition of human separateness" (7).

In the fashion of the classic 'Westem, 
Ross defines this solitude, poetic in its grandeur, by

that which it opposes: the civilized world of human connection and speech. An impossible

ideal, it exists as a world that, at the same time, lacks the dreams which drive men and

women who try to make their living from the land (7). However, Ross discards, or chooses

not to develop, many of the flourishes of the Westem - the violent conflicts between

"civTlized" man and the "savage" man, the duel, the outlaw gang - to focus on the effects of

the'Western paradigm. His poetics resembles Jane Tompkins' model of the Western as a

narrative opposing the triviality of effeminate civilization. Ross's writing has the effect of

exposing the illegitimate spaces in which men and women define themselves and are

defined.

Tompkins' model illuminates the central tension of Ross's writing, which Robert

Kroetsch's explores in "The Fear of Women in Prairie Fiction" as a dichotomy between

house and horse. In an enterprise designed to explore representations of prairie life in a

Canadian context, Robert Kroetsch has argued that the tension embodied in the writing of

the Canadian West is about more than a man's relationship to the land. Like Tompkins,

Kroetsch finds that the gendered spaces of the frontier delimit masculine movement. In his

essay "The Fear of Women in Prairie Fiction," Kroetsch sees the tension of Canadian prairie

fiction as one between the freedom embodied in the horse and the containment represented

by the house. "To be on a horse is to move: motion into distance. To be in a house is to be

fixed: a centering unto stasis. Horse is masculine. House is feminine" (76). The possibilities

represented by the space the horse provides access to are all but denied by the containment
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of the house. Prairie men, in Kroetsch's assessment, as in Tompkins', are defined by their

reactions to the threats they perceive from within their claustrophobia.

Because of the possibilities that men find when they escape from their constructed

domesticity, the male world of the outdoors is opposed to the female world of the indoors,

much as the Turnerian frontier opposes the Innisia¡r heartland. The cowboy world, Kroetsch

conjectures, represents the most pleasurable activities for prairie men, "hunting, fishing,

drinking, swearing, athletics, story-telling and work" (78) and the house offers to them the

evidently fearful elements of containment, nurture, protection, and matemity. Kroetsch

argues that the house for the male, seeking definition in the role of cowboy or outlaw, offers

only the threat of removal from his world. This gendered reading of space parallels the

cenffal opposition Tompkins' locates in the American Westem: the motion of the male

figure crossing the prairie is, for Tompkins and for Kroetsch, an act of evasion.

Ross's writing, similar to those na:ratives published by American writers of

Westerns, complicates this binaryi the woman is as fearful of containment as is the man, and

making a life on the prairie extracts an enormous cost from them both. This tension is not

embodied solely in the man's approach and withdrawal from the house but more generally

in the motion towards and away from gendered boundaries. The most powerful

deconstructions of the binaries that separate men and women in Ross's fiction are embodied

and enabled by the cow-punchers.

The cowboy, for Ross, allows for an exploration of the emotional impact of the

prairie landscape. If Innis' theory and its later permutations are to be believed, then

Canadian writers did not wrestle with the prairie landscape in significant ways. David Breen

has supposed that "a majority of those who came to the southwest corner of the Canadian
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prairie" were "collectively very different from the American ranch community" (Breen2l-

2). These new Canadians were not frontiersmen and frontierswomen but representatives of

the metropolitan culture of the East and of the stratified society of rural Britain. As a result

"their presence rendered frontier forces in general much less effective here than in the

United States because they did not seek their identity in the land" (Elofson xiv). However,

Warren Elofson contends that Canadians did, indeed, have to deal imaginatively with their

natural environment. He argues against the theories, following Innis, which assert that the

Canadian prairie was experienced in a fundamentally different way than the American

frontier. Elofson could be speaking about Ross's characters when he argues that the prairie

was the central fact of existence for those who lived on it; as is typical of the Western, the

landscape "not only determined to a considerable extent the day to day practices utilized by

the ranchers to run, protect, and nurture their livestock but did much to fashion their entire

way of life, or culture, in the broadest sense" (xvi).

Ross further subverts typical conceptions of the Canadian prairie by precisely such a

focus on the day-to-day practices of prairie life. honically, it is through the cowboy that

Ross undermines the construction, prevalent in the traditional Western, of prairie space as

masculine. Charles Olson, in CaIl me Ishmael, describes the Western's potent metaphorical

wilderness by associating it with men when he writes: "I take SPACE to be the central fact

to man born in America." For Olson, "the fulcrum of America is the Plains, half sea half

land, a high sun as metal and obdurate as the iron horizon, and a man's job is to square the

circle. Some men ride on such space, others have to fasten themselves like a tent stake to

survive" (11-12). There is a ritualistic quality to this engagement with the land, a

determination of self in the need to either conquer or be conquered. The men who undertake
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this challenge define the landscape they cross as much as they define themselves. Though

Ross is concemed with the ritualistic engagement with space, he complicates Olson's

formulation, challenging the construction of the prairie landscape as masculine.

'Whatever its gender, the prairie determines the lot of the characters, male and

female, in much of Ross's fiction. Tompkins could well be describing Ross's fictive settings

when she characterizes the land in the'Westem as "arì environment inimical to human

beings, where a person is exposed, the sun beats down, and there is no place to hide" (71).

Similarly, Margaret Laurence finds the land in Ross's short stories from The Lamp at Noon

to be bleak, though she does allow for at least brief respite of beauty or peace: "in spite of its

deceptive moments of calm promise, it is an essentially violent and unpredictable land,

quixotic, seeming to bestow grace and favour, then suddenly attacking" (7)1. Iri fact, nature's

indifference to humanity's stmggles often defines the conflict in Ross. In "The Larrry at

Noon," the years of drought not only deprive the hard-working couple, Paul and Ellen, of

the money to live well, but also drive them further into their own gendered spaces. Paul is

determined to draw his living from the land, because his only altemative is to work for his

father-inlaw. He is resolved not to be found inadequate; failing to successfully farm his

land, despite years of drought, would be, for him, a failure to support his wife and infant

son, a failure to establish himself, a failure to be a man.

Such gusto bursts of manliness in Ross often define men's relationship to the land.

There is a hostile landscape in Ross's fiction, to be certain, but as Laurence puts it, "the

outer situation always mirrors the inner. The emptiness of the landscape, the bleakness of

the land, reflect the inability of these people to touch one another with assurance and

gentleness" (11). Like Paul in "The Lamp at Noon," the men in Ross's fiction, whatever
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their failure of intimacy with women, are engaged in their own spiritual interactions with the

land that defines their masculinity. In "Cornet at Night," the musician Philip - a name that,

Paul Kirby tells Mrs. Bentley inAs For Me and My House, means "lover of horses" - is

unable to stook. He is too feminine, and shows clear signs of lacking a physical masculinity:

"his hands were slender, almost a girl's hands" @2).TÌrre type of man capable of farm work,

embodied by the big, unshaven man who directs Tommy's - the story's naffator, and the

boy who hires Philip - gme to his biceps, is entirely without feminine qualities. Masculinity,

in Ross, is typically entangled in relationships to the land that test a man's physical strength

and resolve.

However unorthodox is Ross's Western, he is in some crucial ways consistent with

Westem tropes when he contrasts the crucible of the prairie landscape with the triviality of

the town. Unlike the identity-forming and spiritually enhancing ranch landscape, the town

often emasculates and reduces men. Philip Bentley, the tormented preacher-artist in As For

Me and My House, finds in the Kirby ranch an escape from Horizon, a town in which his

ministerial duties bind him into a "world of matrons and respectability" (63). By contrast,

the Kirby ranch is the home of most of the novel's cowboys, its horses, and the Kirby line of

bulls. As such, Frank Davey highlights the Kirby Ranch's masculinity (26),ncontrast to the

feminine world of Horizon. School-teacher, and would-be-cowboy, Paul Kirby registers his

own reservations about Horizon: "'it's no place in here to bring up aboy," he tells Mrs.

Bentley; "they don't have enough to do - don't have enough responsibility"' (92). For

Kirby, the town is humorless and straight-laced, condemning his use of the word "belly" and

threatening to fire him for saying "perspiration" rather than "sweat." The town is, above all,
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shallow - characterized so efficiently by Mrs. Bentley's description of all buildings with

false-fronts.

Ross's contrast between a trivial town and a landscape that defines masculine

identity is almost typically Western. In "The Lamp at Noon," the town, and the chores Paul

must perform there, exemplifies his potential failure. For him, the problem derives from

being under the guidance of another man who positions Paul as though he were a child or a

wife. The tasks themselves are emasculating in Paul's eyes, as he tells Ellen: "even as a

desert" life on the land is "better than sweeping out your father's store and running his

errands" (16). In Paul's estimation jobs in the city are demeaningly domestic and womanly,

and Ellen's father is less of a man for not working the land. In similar terms, Tompkins

describes the typical'Western contrast between ennobling prairie and enfeebling city, with

its comrpt and effete life, as that which "the genre never tires of cnticizing- the fancy

words and pretty actions of the drawing room, elegant clothes, foreign accents, dusky

complexions, subservient manner, of women, Easterners, and non-white males" (73).In

"The Lamp at Noon," Paul directly challenges Ellen, suffering in his eyes from just such a

triviality, accusing her of pettiness; she does not want to escape for the baby's sake: "you

think that in town you'd have a better tine - not so much work - more clothes -"' (17).It

would seem, then, that the town for Ross, unlike the rural world, is a site of meaningless and

selfish activity.

Through the Western's focus on prairie landscape, however, Ross subverts gendered

formulations of space. Like Turner, Paul in "The Lamp at Noon" sees masculine self-

definition with the land as the embodiment of a higher principle. The narrator in "The Lamp

at Noon" seems, likewise, to articulate a belief that confrontation with the landscape forms
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masculine identity: the narative shifts to Paul's point of view as he leaves the house. The

movement is significant because the narrator, through Ellen's perspective, initially focalizes

passages in the house, so dark and oppressed by the constant dust that a lamp must burn

during the day. When the narrative moves outdoors, it follows Paul. Paul's movement denies

Ellen the physical comfort and intimacy she craves, as he seeks out physical connection with

the land and his horses. Paul's farm seems to inspire him, while Ellen is more concemed

with the immediate perils of their existence, or so Paul thinks: "she had no faith or dream

with which to make the dust and poverty less real" (20). However, Ross subverts Turner's

view of the land as a site for the creation of a better identity; Paul cannot articulate his

dream, the faith that he puts in the land, either to Ellen or to himself. Paul wants "land for

the boy - land and still more land - or education, whatever he might want" (20). He reaches

for a vision of a better future but can only imagine an increase in the quality of life in direct

conjunction with the quantity of land he possess.

The inability to articulate the power of the prairie landscape is perhaps not limited to

Paul. In Phallic Critiques, Peter Schwenger argues that the language of men is defined by a

lack of enunciation: it is by talking, he argues, "that one opens up to another person and

becomes vulnerable. It is by putting words to an emotion that it becomes feminized. As long

as the emotion itself is restrained, held back, it hardly matters what the emotion itself is; it

will retain a male integrity" (43-4)- Thus, for Schwenger, "not talking is a demonstration of

masculine control over emotion" (45). Not speaking signifies control over one's boundaries;

to speak is to open one's self up to penetration. And so, like the land that refuses to respond

to the farmer's desire, the'Western man is silent and impenetrable. The verbal retraction

seems, likewise, to be retaliation for what Tompkins calls the "whole network of familial
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and social relationships and their corollaries in the emotional circuitry" (66) that women as

champions of civilization embody and even monopolize. Paul generates his vision of

masculinity in contrast to these networks, and aligns himself with the rural world that

represents their opposite. For Ross, this identification stems from a failure of empathy: Paul,

after all, can only articulate his desires in terms of more extensive ownership. That his son

might not want to farm - might wish for "education, whatever" - is an after-thought.

To further undermine an exclusively masculine relationship to the prairie, Ross

carefully explores the cowboy's ability to read the landscape. In doing so, he is writing in

conversation with the Westem novel. An ability to fully perceive the landscape and to see

one's self reflected in it, an ability that Paul lacks, defines the cowboy in the classical

'Westem. InZane Grey's Riders of the Purple Sage, Bern Venters finds that he is a man

who, in a sense, is also the world that he beholds:

Above him, through the V-shaped cleft in the dark rim of the cliff, shone the

lustrous stars that had been his lonely accusers for a long, long year. To-night

they were different. He studied them. Large¡ whiter, more radiant they

seemed; but that was not the difference he meant. Gradually it came to him

that the distinction was not one he saw, but one he felt. h this he divined as

much of the baffling change as he thought would be revealed to him then.

And as he lay there, with the singing of the cliff-winds in his ears, the white

stars above the dark, bold vent, the difference which he felt was that he was

no longer alone. (91)

The literal connections between the landscape and Venters' name - the "V-shaped" cleft, the

wind, the bold vent - mark the man as indelibly linked to the land that he has come to know.
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The cowboy in the classical'Western is like Venters: a masterful topological reader

in a symbiotic relationship with the land. 'We know that, in a Western, the dude getting off

the stagecoach with a three-piece suit and shiny suitcase is destined to receive several

shocks, and his choice between toughening up and comeuppance will provide the narrative

with several sources of delight. 'We know this not only because the connection is so well-

established: the hard, dry prairie will not accommodate dudes, will not soften for bankers or

narve opportunists who do not understand the world they inhabit. The unworthy men are too

closely associated with the effeminate space of the town to be able to read their own future

in the sage and tumbleweed. By contrast, among the cowboy's chief skills, according to

Tompkins, is his ability to read the landscape: "in the faithfully and minutely recorded

passage of the hero's body over the body of the land, in his constant interaction with it,

mental and physical, the hero plays out his social relationships, answers his spiritual needs,

and foreshadows his destiny" (82).

Men do not enjoy such elevated relationships to the land in Ross's fiction; in fact, his

cowboys routinely parody the notion of the perfect topological reader. Ross's fiction

constantly undermines constructions within which the landscape takes on mythical

characteristics of its own that link it intimately and enhancingly to the male protagonist.

Ross refuses to grant cowboys an exclusive relationship with the land - even though Mrs.

Bentley, the diarist who chronicles the narrative in As For Me and My House, "must come

close to being the most incompetent gardener in all of fiction" (KroetschTT). While Phil, in

"Cornet at Night," the musician Tommy originally hires to help on the family farm, may be

too feminine to work the land, Tommy himself proves that the ability to stook does not have

to be married to a strictly masculine identity. Tommy tries to instruct Phil to 'þush the butts
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down hard, right to the ground," explaining that this is "so they'Il stand the wind and still

shed water if it rains" (49). Tommy's fascination with music and his attraction to Phil mark

him as different from other men with the result that whatever tentative wisdom Tommy

gleans in the story's ambiguous ending derives not from the farm work, of which he is

capable, but from Phil and his music.

Ambivalence regarding the cowboy's masculine ethic to tame and understand the

land pervades Ross's fiction. Describing man's fear of containment, Kroetsch has identified

the paradox that "the male figure, out in this space, out in the open, presumably free, once

epic hero, is now the diminished hero" (80). Ikoetsch identifies the same tension between

freedom and fear that Harrison locates in the Canadian prairie. As Sandra Djwa points out,

Ross's agricultural landscape is fearful to men ("Response" 87) but men who try to

overcome this tension by constructing the world in Western archetypes are shown

continually to 1ail2.

Examples of such men abound. In "A Field of Wheat," John, the patriarch and

farmer, has been withered by his intense and exclusive attachment to his crop. So far

divorced is he from his family, that John has his wife believing that he has merged with his

farm, that'Tohn was gone, love was gone; there was only wheaf' (74). After his bumper

crop is destroyed, John is defeated, the appearance of his indestructibility is shattered and he

can only find solace in what remains of his enterprise - his horses. Another man who sees

the world in the Western's terms - Arthur Vickers, the alleged cattle thief in "One's a

Heifer" - is driven by his solitude to madness and possibly murder; as he dimly recognizes

what it is he is lacking, he tells the na:rator that "'you need a womari on a farm all right"'

(I2l)- Though he confesses this need, he could not actually tolerate the woman who wanted
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to marry him. Trapped in his house, a suspicious potential murderer, Vickers is, perhaps,

Ross's most dramatic example of the failure of the cowboy's masculine ethic - a man who

has failed to tame the land, to control his emotions, and to escape the house. More

disturbingly, Vickers' solitude reveals the cowboy ethic of masculine self-sufficiency

reduced to its most absurd and its most insufficient.

In fact, the idea of a dominant cowboy hero who will dictate gender roles finds little

traction in Ross. The proudly horseback-riding narrator of "One's a Heifer" is convinced

that Vickers has stolen his runaway calves - "one's a heifer and the other isn't" (120) -

because Vickers, who repeatedly denies the claim, acts suspiciously. The narrator is,

ultimately, wrong; the calves have retumed on their own and, the reader is left to suppose,

what Vickers has seemed so concerned with concealing may be the body of the woman who

wanted to marry him. Ross structures the story r" r"O.r-r"" the'Western's presumed gender

roles: Vickers' possible madness, along with the narrator's unreliability and adolescent

confusion, subvert any authoritative claims these men might make. 'When they agree thata

farm needs a woman to keep things in order, Vickers' madness is both the proof and

refutation of that ideal. The young narrator himself is a not a successful cowboy: astride a

loyal steed, facing off against acattle thief, the naffator fails to defeat his shifty-eyed

opponent. The narrative further undermines his heroism by revealing that there has been no

theft: he has mis-read the land when he thought he saw his calves sauntering onto Vickers'

farm. The narrator even fails to live up to the moral code, assigned by his aunt rather than

being self-generated, to display proper gratitude for any hospitality. Because this cowboy

cannot adjudicate his role, and fails to speak with any authority, he distils Ross's preferred

type of cow-puncher: the parody.
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Ross's parodic cowboys are most prevalent in As for Me and My House and the

novel's interrogation of gender roles. For Ross, masculinity operates not in a mutually

exclusive system of binaries but within fluid social dynamics; and the cowboy, for all his

conventional macho traits, is representative of gendered space and is ideally suited to

confront the tension between these forces. On the Kirby ranch, the men and women are

housed in their customary places: while the women sleep in the house, the men (Paul, Philip,

and Steve, the boy Philip wishes to adopt) sleep in a tent outdoors, reminding us of

Kroetsch's house/horse formulation. The ranch does indeed seem to be a site that reinforces

the gendered distinctions. But the cowboys on the Kirby Ranch have their own bunkhouse,

which is a sort of liminal space - not quite house, not quite horse. Although the women may

be contained within the house, they are surrounded by pictures of bulls and horses, a phallic

presence that disrupts the rigid gender binary of the house as an exclusively feminine space.

Phil himself seems to fall into another liminal space; he is drawn to the masculinity of the

Kirby ranch, and his senso of its disrepute, but he carrnot fit in with the men there. As Mrs.

Bentley painfully confesses, "Philip isn't showing up to advantage here. He can't make the

cowboys forget he's a preacher, and at mealtimes they all look awkward and uncomfortable"

(I23). Philip is, at best, a make-believe cowboy.

Further, Phil's apparent lack of cowboy gravitas allows to Ross to emphasize the

cowboy's affectations and the various ways dress creates the cowboy tnAs For Me and My

House. Paul Kirby, aligned with Phil against Horizon's self-righteous piety and lack of

seriousness, is a bit of a dandy. Paul, a store-bought cow-puncher, describes himself as a

country boy, but his philology and education set him apart. Showing off to Mrs. Bentley on

his skewbald bronco, Harlequin, Paul in his dress would seem to be almost absurdly
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affected. Mrs. Bentley notes fhat Paul is "not without acertatn histrionic dash himself today,

rigged out in all his cowboy togs, boots, leather chaps, a bright red, spotted handkerchief,

and giving the temperamental Harlequin just rein enough to make a good display of

horsemanship" (53). Mrs. Bentley's words - "histrionic dash," "rigged out," "a good display

of'- stress the theatricality of Paul's performance, and invite us to see him as something

less than an authentic cowbov.

Paul's costume is so outlandish, so obviously studied, we might supposed that he

flagrantly fails at the most basic level to be a real cowboy. And yet perhaps not. John

Cawelti describes the costumes associated with the cowboy as paradoxically more utilitarian

and more artificial than those of the townspeople in.Westems, combining savagery with

elegance. "The cowboy's boots, tight-frtting pants or chaps, his heavy shirt and bandana, his

gun, and finally his large ten-gallon hat all s¡rrnbolize his adaptation to the wilderness" and

these things are all, certainly, important. But, as Cawelti adds, "utility is only one of the

principles of the hero-outlaw's dress. The other is dandyism, that highly artifìcial love of

elegance for its own sake. In the Western, dandyism sometimes takes the overt and obvious

form of elaborate costumes laid over with fringes, tassels and scrollwork like a rococo

drawing room" (4Ð3 . There, in Cawelti's account of dandyism, we have Paul Kirby in a

nutshell - given to display and loving spectacle. There are some important distinctions,

however. For one thing, Paul is dressing up to impress Mrs. Bentley and trying to play for an

audience. Paul claims that he is wearing the histrionic clothes because Harlequin - whose

name is another clue to the nearly comical theatricality of Paul's affectation - is used to

them and sulks if they are not wom. Evidently Harlequin does not care who rides him, so

long as it is a cowboy, or someone who appears to be a cowboy. In any event, the clothes are
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not natural to Paul; they are put-on, like the flourishes that Cawelti describes. Even the

saddle is for show, as Kirby himself acknowledges when he tells Mrs. Bentley that there is

not much sense in "'such a big one when you aren't out punching cattle"' (53).

Like Paul in his get-up, even Phil is dressed as a make-believe cowboy at one point

in As for Me and My House. Whereas Paul fashions his own get-up, and understands to

some degree how to deal with horses, Phil is dressed by the Kirby Ranch's cowboys who fit

him "in a dark blue shirt, ten-gallon hat and a red silk handkerchief' (126) for a trip to town.

Mrs. Bentley is pleased, remarking that tensions between herself and her husband have

subsided: "after fifteen years it was good again" (128) and wishing the folk of Horizon could

see him now. It may be the special flamboyance bordering on effeteness - the red silk scarf,

the dark blue shirt - that makes Philip uncomfortable, but he cannot take on the role for

which he is dressed and soon disappears to replace his ten-gallon hat with a sombrero,

retreating from his wife once again.In different ways both Phil and Paul are a long way

from the Turnerian model of the frontier hero: Paul in his overt theatricality, dismantling the

notion that the tokens of the cowboy are solely an adaptation to the wilderness, and Phil in

his resistance and discomfort with the role. No coÍrment is made, by Mrs. Bentley's diary or

anyone else, about the cowboys on the Kirby ranch, however, for their outfits are not

cosrumes.

These make-believe cowboys illustrate Ross's dismantling of the Westem's

masculine codes. Kroetsch finds it notable when La.ura, upon inspecting Phil after the

cowboys dress him up, points out that it is "a pity he couldn't dance" (126). Kroetsch locates

the breakdown of the house/horse dichotomy in the town dance, with its implications of sex,

marriage, art, and a unified world (79). The point is drawn out further when, at the Saturday
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night dance that Mrs. Bentley Phil, Paul, and Steve attend, a cowboy named Sam dances

with Mrs. Bentley. By contrast, Philip fails to dance with his wife, and an offended (or

alarmed) Paul can only scold her for being naïve in dancing with Sam: "after a long, celibate

week on the range just what did I think brought the cowboys to town on Saturday night?"

(129). Laura's comment about Phil's inability to dance indicates more than a failure to have

fun: he is frozen, sexually repressed, beaten down by a job he is too terrified to quit, and

trapped in a frustrated marriage - in other words, lacking even the cowboy's certainty of his

place in the world. Phil's failure to dance with his wife, or to care that she is enjoying the

company of another man, is symptomatic of Philip's fear of the house and of the

containment inherent in it (Ikoetsch 79). Phil's arixiety illustrates his failure to fit into the

feminized world his wife signifies, just as he cannot enter or participate in the masculine

world of the cowbovs.

Nor can Sam provide the sexual harmony that Kroetsch envisions. Sam turns out to

be merely a youngster dancing for a bet and himself the parody of a cowboy. Mrs. Bentley

agrees to let him share his gambling spoils with her, in part, "to help him believe in his

success as a worldy-wise young blade" (128). Sam, though, presents a limited reach across

gendered spaces.'Whereas Phil is trapped inside, looking out, Sam is able to come inside -

into the dance hall, and, presumably, some version of a heterosexual partnership. Even so,

his temporary union with Mrs. Bentley can only fleetingly mitigate the rigid boundaries that

so determine the lives of Ross's characters as he retums to the company of the cow-punchers

he was with in the first place.

Phil, by aching contrast, represents the tension that accompanies unstable gender

roles in a highly gendered culture. Phil is painfully contained by his house, his church,
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Horizon. Phil proves incapable of anything but the most limited release from his

claustrophobic paralysis and he embraces his containment by constantly retreating into his

offÏce. He is unencumbered by the rigidity of gendered spaces, but, paradoxically, this

freedom only serves to further confine him. Though Steve's desire for a horse serves,

briefly, as a surrogate for Phil's desire to escape restriction, this attachment also leads to

tension with Mrs. Bentley. Phil has long been cold and withdrawn from Mrs. Bentley, but

the dance is the frst time he cannot even work up some petty jealousy, perhaps out of fear of

losing Steve. Sam's proximity to Mrs. Bentley makes Paul so jealous that he wants to revise

her image of the cowboy by telling her that, as they left town, Sam was puking on the street.

Sam's wooing of Mrs. Bentley markedly arouses no such feelings of objection in Philip.

Phil, it would seem, is drawn to masculine activities but, ultimately, is incapable of

performing them. Part of the reason for Phil's continued moroseness, I am supposing, is his

inability to fulfill the part of the cowboy.

As the character of Phil reveals, Ross is interested in how men acquit themselves in

their assigned social roles. One of the traits that marks Phil's failure as a cowboy is his lack

of rapport with horses. As countless versions of the Western make plain, the horse is one of

the unacknowledged forces vital to the cowboy. Horses are fundamental to Ross's fiction,

too, and they abound with mythological power. According to David Carpenter, "horses are

usually associated in Ross's work with freedom, self-sufficiency, release, and sometimes

male pride" (78). Similarly, the presence of the horse in the conventional cowboy narrative

expresses a desire to be comected to nature and to move with speed and confidence across

the landscape. Horses in the Western suggest a longing for a more primitive time, a different

kind of existence: "antimodern, antiurban, and antitechnological, they stand for an existence
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without cars and telephones and electricity" (Tompkins 93). Still, Ross's conception of the

horse's role on the prairie differs greatly from the horse's role in the Western. In the

'Westem, 
to reinforce masculine dominance, the horse is and must be curbed, broken. It must

submit to human (male) desire and serve a practical function as a figure of transport, a role

as important, argues Tompkins, "as the desire for merger and mutuality. Horses do not start

out as pals; they have to be forced into it" (97). h the classic Western, the tamed horse

makesamanamaster.

In much of Ross's fiction, however, horses are vital to the dismantling of Western

codes and acnrally provide the feminine presence that the men fear seeking in their wives. In

"A Field of Wheat," for instance, after John's crop is destroyed, he puts on a mask of

fortitude for his wife:

They looked at each other for a few seconds, then she dropped her head

weakly against his greasy smock. Presently he roused her. "Here come Joe

and Annabelle!" The pressure of his hands tightened. His bristly cheek

touched her hair and forehead. "Straighten up, quick, before they see you!"

(80)

John provides physical comfort to Martha, if only for a moment, and it gives her

strength to persevere.'When she returns to the house, however, her resolve vanishes. "But in

the house she was alone; there was no sunlight, only a cold wind tlrough the broken

window" (80). Shaken and wanting reassurance, Martha goes to seek John in the stable,

where she finds him "pressed against one of the horses, his head pushed into the big deep

hollow of its neck and shoulder, one hand hooked by the fingers in the mane, his own

shoulders drawn up and shaking" (81). The emotion that he could not show to his wife, or
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the comfort he could not find in her/ask of her, he can find with a horse. Further, for Ross's

characters, sex seems only a distant possibility, and often only leads to further

disconnection. Kroetsch describes the whores'-house (the horse house) as resolution to the

horse-house dialectic, but also sees "a version of resolution" (76) in the barn. kr Ross's

world, the barn figures as stable, the literal horse house; it is a site of motion, but also of

containment, of emotional release, of pleasure. In this confining and confiding space, Ross's

men prove not to be stone cliffs, monolithic and impenetrable, and it is through their horses

that the men reveal their deep need and longing. Horses, in Ross's fictional world, then,

offer the possibility of overcoming gendered roles and finding connection.

Ross raises reservations, however, about men's reliance on horses for intimacy and

comfort inasmuch as the emotional and physical connection does not involve reciprocal

demands and does not compromise cowboy masculinity. Take the case of Paul, who in "The

Lamp at Noon" turns to his horses for consolation. Before his wife, Paul must show no

doubt, no sign that she, from whom he withdraws, dreading her anger and her judgment,

might be right about the land's failure to provide for them. Unlike Ellen, the bay mare, Bess,

seems "grateful for his presence, and thrust her nose deep between his arm and body. They

stood a long time motionless, comforting and assuring each other" (19). Bess provides

reassurance that the farm loves Paul, that she will pass no sentence on his disappointments,

atrd that he is not a complete failure. However, another horse, Prince, a twenty-year old grey

gelding prompts shame in Paul's lack of accomplishment and afear that Ellen might be

right. Prince, Paul notes, is underfed: "nine years a farmer now on his own land, and still he

couldn't even feed his horses?'What, then, could he hope to do for his wife and son?" (20).

Tragically for Paul, his steeds, unlike the horse in the typical Western will not reinforce
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masculine dominance. Furthermore, Paul loses whatever temporary resolution he finds with

Bess because he does not pay attention to Ellen's cries for help; Ellen goes mad as a result

and their son dies of exposure.

As much as horses signify ways of resisting social roles, equating people with

animals is also part of the subversion of Ross's Western mythology. Mrs. Bentley cannot

touch Sam, but she can touch his horse Smoke; in fact, Mrs. Bentley frequently associates

people and horses. Her thinking of people in equine terms means further resisting of the

typical W'estern. While Mrs. Bentley continually calls Steve handsome, the other terms she

uses to describe him - spirited, high-strung, hot-blooded, nervous, temperamental - equate

him with the horses at the Kirby ranch and, in particular, the three-year-old sorrel that Steve

wants so much. She makes the comparison explicit by drawing on myth: "Philip has taken

him for Pegasus, and gone offto the clouds again" (70). Steve not only serves as surrogate

for Phil's desire to escape the rigid confines of ministerial duties, he also becomes the

vehicle for that escape, the winged horse that will cary Phil away. As the narrative plays out

it becomes apparent that Steve does not tame the horse symbolically, he ls the horse. Paul,

ever the philologist, points out that the word "mustang meant stray" (54) while the orphan

Steve - in his own way a stray - waits nearby and silently watching Harlequin. Ultimately,

Steve does not remain with the Bentleys; like the sorrel, evidently, Steve cannot broken.

In Ross, it is worth noting, children react very differently to horses than do the men.

For boys, horses present new possibilities and imaginative freedom in a way that seems

more akin to the classic Western. Yet Ross gives horses imagined lives, which distinguishes

his work from the classic Westems in which horses gallop, fall, break legs, and die in

unremitting anonymity. Ross illustrates the imaginative freedom that the personified horse
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can provide in "One's a Heifer," when the narrator's aunt gives him a horse named Tim to

ride in search of the strayed calves. It is the first time the na¡rator is treated as an adult, the

first real responsibility that the narrator has taken on, but Tim, it seems, like Rock in "Cornet

at Night," is put in charge of the expedition. The narrator debates with Tim, and also refers

to the two of them as a unit - "we" - frequently enough that when confronting Vickers, his

demand for "'our two calves'" (721) seems not entirely to be a reference to his aunt Ellen

and his uncle with sciatica. There is a hint that the boy claims the lost calves in the name of

Tim and himself. Tim even exerts his power when he himself is not present. When the

narrator falls asleep in Vickers' house, the boy dreams of searching for the calves in

Vickers' barn. It is during this dream that a knowing and verbal Tim speaks aunt Ellen's

sage advice not to leave without paying for the feed and not to start home until morning. The

horse evidently acts as the master of the young man.

In other ways, horses in Ross's fiction also undermine the construction of social

roles in the Westem. For the thirteen-year-old narrator in "The Outlaw" the mare, Isabel,

offers a world of adventure and majesty:

She was one horse, and she was all horses. Thundering battle chargers, fleet

Arabians, untamed mustangs - sitting beside her on her manger I knew and

rode them all. There was history in her shapely head and buming eyes. I

charged with her at Balaklava, Waterloo, scoured the deserts of Africa and

the steppes of the Ukraine. Conquest and camage, trumpets and glory - she

understood, and ca:ried me triumphantly. (25)

Isabel provides the narrator with an imaginative escape, even while being more feminine

than the young Millie Dickson, a girl with whom the narrator is smitten. Ross associates
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Isabel neither with the remorseless landscape, nor the confining isolation of the house. She

is comfortable in her stall, but requires free rein every once in a while. At times, endowed as

always she is with personality and purpose, she seems to have thrown off the reins

completely. 'When Isabel tosses the narrator, it is the result of a conscious decision: "she had

done it with the utmost skill, right head first into a snowdrift, where I wouldn't hurt myself,

less than a quarter of a mile from home" (31). The imaginative young protagonist presumes

his horse is concerned with exposing the reliance of men on their dreams of glory, and their

ultimate subordination to the natural world. The narrator sees that Isabel considers "my use

of the word 'master' insufferably presumptuous. Being able to ride an outlaw was not the

same thing at all as being accorded the privilege of riding one, and for the good of my soul,

it was high time I appreciated the distinction" (31). How unlike the cowboy's mastery of the

horse in the classical 'Western. As with Tim, Isabel turns out to be the master of the human;

she - even as, highly personified, she acts with understanding and consideration - literally

removes her rider from her back.

Isabel's tossing of the narrator in "The Outlaw" metaphorizes Ross's removal of the

cowboy from the position of masculine dominance in the'Western. Not only has the horse

dethroned the cowboy, but she also supplants him. kr a quirky turn in the Western nalrative,

Ross characterizes Isabel as more of a cowboy than is the narator of "The Outlaw." Isabel is

the titular character and an outlaw for having killed a man, though the term "outlaw" is

usually reserved for male heroes (or villains) in the'Western. Like the cowboy in the classic

'Western, 
Isabel is a liminal figure somewhere between order (her willingness to remain in

the stable) and chaos (the inability of anyone to break her). Also like the cowboy in the

Western, she is the moral center around which the story revolves. Isabel reveals to the
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narrator that rules change as one grows up; the narrator's act of defiance in daring to ride her

marks him as a man for the first time, as he is too old to be spanked for his insubordination.

The narrator's father is even a little jealous, and his punishment in forbidding the boy to ride

Isabel to school is more an indication of the parents' now-precarious authority than a

reprimand. Isabel, then, asserts dominance over all the humans in the story, not only

subverting the masculine authority of the'Western, but also undermining even the'Western's

notion that men have exclusive claims to dominance over animals. Isabel represents a

radical revisioning of the'Westem: though her, Ross extends the symbolic power of horses

to women. Isabel is, heroically, a mare.

This subversion of gendered binaries continue to appear through Ross's writing. The

eminently female Mrs. Bentley shows an affinity for horses. Most importmtly, however,

Laura Kirby, who was a rodeo star, and who continues to be a consummate rider, now runs

her husband's ranch. In not associating horses exclusively with men, Ross dismantles further

the binaries presented in the cowboy'Western, the binaries that Kroetsch identifies in the

house/horse dichotomv.

An attachment to horses is not the only way that Ross undermines traditional

feminine roles in the'Western.Many women in Ross's fiction display ambivalence - at best

- to the confines of their domestic spaces. Ellen's entrapment in "The Lamp at Noon," for

example, drives her wild: "'I'm so caged - if I could only break away and run"' (18-9).

Martha in "A Field of Wheat" can only withstand her bleak house when she draws upon the

strength and resolve that had typically been the domain of her husband. Jeanette Seim,

noting such occurrences in Ross, argues that Ross's fiction depicts a "double-edged erotics

of space, a mutated vision of 'housedom"' (103). Because Mrs. Bentley's house is
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horrifyingly repressive - she describes it as "vague and musty," 'ocrafty-looking," "colorless

and glum," "oppressed and chilled," "cold," and "dingy" (34) - she cannot help but leave it,

often going for walks up the railroad and finding joy in her interaction with horses and other

animals.

For Ross, the expectations of women ¿tre as fraught and restrictive as those of men.

Although Mrs. Bentley routinely manages such flights from the confines of her home, she

cannot fully escape it. In the diary, which Mrs. Bentley writes so steadfastly, hour after hour,

within that cramped house, she continues to generate closed spaces. Seim argues that the

diary is, like the house in Kroetsch's expression of the binary, an intimate feminine space.

Though Mrs. Bentley may be the creator of this intimate space, it remains a structure that

she inhabits uncomfortably; it is striking that she carurot be fully honest, within a diary that,

presumably, no one else will ever read, a diary that expresses feelings of inadequacy so

powerful that the diarist does not even name herself.

However, in the classical Westem this distinction between the outside world of the

cowboy and the intimate spaces of feminine activity, argues Tompkins, remains a highly

gendered and artificial construction. The cowboy's toughness, his will and his grit, stands

against the social gospel embodied in the sentimental religious fiction of the late nineteenth

century, a world very similar to the one in which Mrs. Bentley feels insufficient. In these

narratives, a woman (young, and sometimes an orphan) is usually the main character, whose

actions take place mainly in private spaces - in kitchens, parlors, and upstairs chambers. The

primary source of dramatic impetus for the protagonist is to live up to a self-abnegating set

of ideals, "usually involving uncomplaining submission to difficult, painful circumstances,

learning to quell rebellious instincts and dedicating her life to the service of God through
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serving others" (38). In these struggles, it is other women from whom she will draw her

energy, women who will support her, and identify with her. Emotions other than anger are

expressed openly and "culturally and politically, the effect of these novels is to establish

women at the centre of the world's most important work (saving souls) and to assert that in

the end spiritual power is always superior to worldly might" (38).

Mrs. Bentley, in actuality, does not fit any more comfortably into the gendered

domains of the'Westem than does her husband. Just as he cannot fit in with the cowboys on

the Kirby ranch, she cannot fit in with the church wives in Horizon. Mrs. Bentley's world

does not match Tompkins' model: the closest confidante she has is the bossy Mrs. Bird; no

women gives her substantial support, and she provides only limited suppof to others. Like

her so-called peers, she refers to herself only by her husband's family narne, but even that

precipitates feelings of failure because she has not provided Phil with a child. In Mrs.

Bentley's mind, her ba:renness jeopardizes her ability to participate in any female spaces. In

fact, she takes pains to emphasizeher masculine characteristics. Mrs. Bentley describes

herself as being twice as adept with tools as Philip, yet, implicitly in command, she lets "him

be the man about the house" (5) on occasion. She even describes her piano-playing, her most

feminine pursuit, as masculine: "one of my teachers used to wonder at what he called my

masculine attitude to music. Other girls fluttered about their dresses, what their friends

thought about the pieces they played, but I never thought or cared for anything but the music

itself' (198). Evidently her care for the music is "masculine" because it is contrasted to such

"feminine" triviality. Even in her feminine activity - though she is serious about her music,

her music cannot be serious - Mrs. Bentley, like her husband, does not fill any role provide
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by the classic Westem. Mrs. Bentley expresses the mobility within gendered roles that Ross

most clearly explores through the parodic cowboy represented by Laura Kirby.

The best cowboy in Ross's fiction is also his clearest parody. Laura, inAs For Me

and My House, is good with horses, better than any other character in Ross's fiction, but she

has given up part of her life with them. Her rodeo career ended when she became a wife,

child bearer, and worker on her husband Stanley's farm; that she is, according to Davey,

"known in the text by her husband's surname gives her a history very similar to that of Mrs.

Bentley" (28), naming her as having to some degree given up part of what had defined her.

However, unlike Mrs. Bentley, Laura's career overshadows her husband's and even

intimidates him. She is the dominant figure on the ranch and although she operates under her

married n¿rne, it is Laura in the ranch scenes with whom the text most closely aligns itself

and in whom Mrs. Bentley finds some glamour:

Latra is a thorough ranch woman, with a disdainful shrug for all such

domestic ties. There's a marurish verve about her that somehow is what you

expect, that fits into a background of range and broncos, and at the same time

a kind of glamour, to confirm all you've ever imagined about an older, more

colorful W'est.

She wears a bright red bandeau over her hatr, aman's shirt and

trousers, and for riding fine leather chaps studded with silver nails. She

breaks broncos and punches cattle a match for any cowboy. (I22)

By way of foregrounding her eschewing of domesticity, Laura's inattention to her three

children is so noticeable that the text is reluctant to identify them as her own. Mrs. Bentley

describes them as "three half-naked little girls" varying in age - "the eldest is seven, the
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youngest two." The girls bring out maternal instincts not in their mother but in Mrs. Bentley,

who remarks that "they look so dirty and neglected I volunteer to wash them and get their

hair combed before supper" (93). Whereas Mrs. Bentley washes overlooked children, Laura

wears masculine riding garb and conducts herself with a mannish verve.

However, Laara, for all her flamboyant defiance of womanly roles, remains a

parodic cowboy. Like most cowboys, she has no respect for a feminine lifestyle, and she

mocks Mrs. Bentley rather mercilessly: "in front of the cowboys at noon today she

mimicked me at a Ladies Aid meeting leading in prayer" (I25). At the same time she cannot

fulfill the most basic element of being a cowboy: she is not a boy. In embodying the

trappings of the cowboy so effectively,Latraexposes the fiction that these trappings belong

to the masculine domain. Laura is, in many ways, the most traditional cowboy in Ross's

fiction, so much so that one might expect her to reject femininity completely. But, as Mrs.

Bentley notes, Lawa is still "slim and supple like a girl" (I22). The fact that her costume is

less flamboyant, less theatrical and self-conscious, than that of her brother-in-law Paul

shows how much more in tune with the role she is. Like the other cowboys on the Kirby

ranch, it is the most practical garb for her. However, Laurais marked as attached to the

feminine sphere more than once. Her mockery of Mrs. Bentley, for instance, does not

entirely distance her from the other wives in the novel: Mrs. Bentley notes how "some of

them in Horizon are just as critical and venomous, but they work with more finesse" (125).

Laura's defiance of simple classification exposes the truth that the roles that contain

both men and women in the rùy'estern are fictional. Whereas Lauramay be the only woman

Mrs. Bentley feels that she can call by her flrst name (something she does only with men) in

an act which marks Lauain the masculine register, Laura still has changed her last name
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and given up her job to help support her husband's ranch. In some ways, Laura's infîdelity -
her affair with a "big handsome" cowboy (125) - further illustrates the fluidity of gender

roles.

Other female characters in Ross show a longing for sexual adventures and sometimes

even seek it. Ann in "The Painted Door" is trapped both by her husband John's "blunt

devotion and by his total lack of perception of her real needs" (Laurence 9). Ross treats

Ann's affair with her neighbour Steven with considerable empathy. She needs to be noticed

as a woman and to be allowed, as do many of Ross's female protagonists, to express

tenderness. When John discovers Ann's infidelity, he allows himself to freeze to death,

which Laurence describes as "an appallingly unanswerable reproach," and "a final and

terrible extemalization for the process of emotionaTly freeztng to death" (11). Stanley,

similarly if not as unanswerably, reproaches Laura with icy distance. Through this emotional

distance, Laura is linked to many of the other women in Ross's fiction, whose husbands also

keep them always at arm's length. The extra-marttal affatr and the active desire for sexual

intimacy is a typically masculine craving in the'Western (Davey 32).Laara is linked through

her desires not only to the typical'Western hero but also to other women in Ross's fiction.

Her husband, and John from "The Painted Door," is associated with the women of Horizon

who condemn with chilly rebuke the sexual impropriety of Judith'West. In short, it seems

fair to say that through Laura's complex role in the text, Ross disrupts the simple patterns of

gendered space.

The confining gender roles of the traditional Western fail to describe the men and

women of Ross's fiction. Those characters yearn to populate the peripheral spaces between

the poles of house and horse, the outlaw spaces, at the frontiers. The cowboy in the classical
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'Western 
draws attention to these spaces as he maneuvers through them. Though most of the

cowboys in Ross's fiction are parodied, the artifice of the cowboy helps reveal the

arbitrariness of the binaries that dictate social and gender roles. In effect, through the

movement of the cowboy, the West is complicated. It is not Turner's Eden, nor is it what

Jacques Cartier described as "the land that God gave Cain," the barren territory that Innis

contrasted unfavourably with the fertile earth of the East. Ross's fictional prairie is a land of

complex power and investments. The land is often cruel, and unyielding, but it can just as

easily, as in the case of the Kirby's ranch, provide an image of tentative harmony. The

manipulation and parody of the cowboy is the means by which Ross overtums the

powerlessness that accompanies the Westem's rigid social roles. The movement of Ross's

ironic cowboy, towards and away from the house, provides spaces for rebellion against

uncompromising social forces; the cowboy exposes the rift between fiction and life.
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CHAPTER THREE
Whoop-Up Country:

Mapping Identity nThe Englishmnn's Boy

"We are not so much existentialists in our individual lives as in our version of nationhood.
Canada invents itself dailv." - Robert Kroetsch

Standing in sharp contrast to Sinclair Ross's parodic iteration, the cowboy in Guy

Vanderhaeghe's novel The Englishman's Boy is not primarily concerned with the gendered

terrain of the 'Western. Whereas Ross generally writes cowpokes, shy and modest men for

whom violence is rarely considered, Vanderhaeghe explores a more cinematic'Westem hero,

one for whom violence - on the prairie, in his opponents, in himself - is a central fact of

existence. As with Ross, Vanderhaeghe's cowboy traverses a landscape of fluid identities;

however Vanderhaeghe foregrounds dynamic national identities and nation-building through

movie tycoon Damon Ira Chance's quest to produce a'Western that will define the American

identity. The film, called Besieged, ironically, takes the story of an Englishman, is written by

a Canadian, and focuses on a formative moment in Canadian history, and beholden to an

American patriot.

Despite the inconvenient details, Chance aspires to create a movie about what he

calls AmericarL"fact." As he explains to Harry Vincent, the title-writer from Saskatoon

whom he has hired to write the project, "Americans are a practical people, they like facts"

QEB 18). Chance is obsessed with finding Shorty McAdoo, "a tin god, the last bull buffalo

of the old West" as the source for his story of what Chance also paradoxically calls "poetic

fact," a movie that would celebrate the cowboy as frontier hero (20). To Chance, Shorty is

that rarest, and most valuable, of beasts: the authentic Hollywood star. In Chance's mind

Shorty's story, his "true" story, will not only appeal to the practicality of the American
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movie-going public, in its veracity it will also convince movie-goers of the righteousness of

Chance's vision of America. His initial sales pitch to Hary, replete with references to

philosophy, economics, and pop culture, only hints at Chance's sinister desire to "rewrite the

history of the foreigner, erase completely those sentimental flowers of memory and light

their minds with the glory of American lightning" (297). Chance's myth of America, like

Tumer's, invites heroic acts of forgetting - especially of those who are not part of an Anglo-

Saxon breed of male adventurers.

However, though Shorty's narrative is central to Vanderhaeghe's novel, to Chance's

project, and to Harry Vincent's narrative, The Englishman's Boy does not elevate the

cowboy as a quintessential masculine hero. Chance's aims to invigorate his version of

American identity through Shorty's story are part of an enterprise about which

Vanderhaeghe is critical. It is not that Vanderhaeghe seeks only to replace the Turnerian

vision of the frontier with a Canadian model: his deconstruction of Chance's American

vision is not enacted through a traditional exaltation of peaceful Canadian order in

opposition to violent American anarchy. On a quest for stolen American horses, Shorty

points out that "on the Canadian side of the line there were no meddlesome lawmen of any

stripe whatsoever" (165). Juxtaposing Harry's novelistic version of the Cypress Hills

Massacre to Chance's translation of the event into a cinematic Western, The Englishman's

Boy uses the (fraditional, American) cowboy to disturb the notion of discrete national

histories - histories that portray Canada as an orderly colony and the US as a wild and

lawless teritory. The cowboy, primarily American in his historical manifestation, does not

serve simply to reveal the ruthlessness at the heart of the'Western myth (though he does do

that); he acts, too, in a bold and unusual move by Vanderheaghe to expose Canadian
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complicity in the myth and its consequences. Strategically maneuvering the cowboy through

an unstable landscape, Vanderhaeghe's novel reveals that the cultural mapping that

distinguishes American and Canadian national identities is eminently a cultural construct.

To accomplish this mapping, the novel draws on several conventions of the Western:

the young loner (whose quest is as spiritual as it is physical); a dramatic baroom

confrontation; the pursuit of Indians (who, in Vanderhaeghe's novel, are also horse thieves);

and even a climactic gunfight. lnThe Englishman's Boy the progress of the cowboy

natrative, however, jumps contrapuntally against Chance's filmic development of the same

story, which will become the movie Besieged. The blatant artifice - sheer dishonesty one

might say - of Chance's version of events, the details he ignores, adds, or distorts, exposed

in his single-minded fascination with the cowboy narrative, clearly demonstrate the

constructedness of myths of national identity, and Chance's basic disregard for the facts he

purports to seek and honour. Chance's intention is to use a cowboy - Shorty McAdoo, the

titular Englishman's boy - to embody his jingoistic vision. Vanderhaeghe, working in quite

another direction, uses Shorty's Western narrative to provide the means of overturning

traditional narratives of national identity.

A historical note would be helpful here. In the 1870s, shortly after Confederation, a

number of fur trading posts were established along Battle Creek, which runs through the

Cypress Hills. V/ith the authority of the Hudson's Bay Company steadily fading since the

1860s, and the Hills' vulnerable proximity to the American border, an illegal trade in

whiskey prospered. The perceived lawlessness of the whiskey trade and its effect on the

aboriginal population cast the future of the region into doubt, creating feelings of

apprehension that were often expressed in inflammatory terms:
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The whiskey robbed the savage Plains Indians of all reason. They burned

farmhouses and murdered settlers. Ranchers were found scalped, with barbed

affows in their backs. White women were dragged offnaked, to be the slaves

and mates of Indian warriors. Children disappeared. The torture stake was put

to horrible use. (Neuberyer 32)

In 1873, a group of wolfers from the United States, pursuing missing horses, attacked a

group of Nakoda (Assiniboine) in revenge for their theft. Accounts vary about what finally

happened, but it is clear that the wolfers killed more than a dozen Assiniboine. As news of

the attack filtered east to Ottawa, the story took hold and provoked righteous indignation

across the country. The slaughter was taken as proof that the Canadian'West was at risk of

descending into the lawless chaos that existed south of the border. Prime Minister John A.

McDonald passed a bill in 1873 thatwould, it projected, enforce peace, order and good

govemment in the newly acquired Northwest Territories, and the North West Mounted

Police were bom. In I874, the Mounties, less than three hundred strong, marched west.

Upon arrival, the Mounted Police worked quickly to carry out their primary duty: to

make the land safe for settlement. As described by David Breen, the security provided by the

Mounties on the Canadian prairie was unmatched and "orì no other frontier was the

cattleman afforded such protection" (85). However, their actions might not have meant

justice for everyone, especially given the kinds of attitudes @y no means universally held)

that cast "Plains Indians" as savage murders and rapists. Within a few years of the

Mounties' arival "safe for settlement" often meant the forced dislocation of indigenous

tribes. And years later, according to Michael Dawson, the Mounted Police's efforts to keep

the Canadian West from too closely emulating its southern neighbour included not only the
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repression of Native peoples, but discrimination against women and, later, spying on and

crushing labor organizations (13).

Despite challenges to his noble mythical stature, the Mountie remains a dominant

symbol of Canada's difference from the United States. The creation of an historic, national

identity includes the creation of a semiotic code, in the Western no less than in any other

mode. In Canada, where the Westem does not hold as much symbolic power as it does in the

US, related codes are often focused in the figure of the Mountie. Like the cowboy, the

Mountie functions as symbol of a certain type of frontier identity. For the Mountie, it is a

Canadian frontier that defines itself as superior to the lawless and violent landscape of the

American V/est that is distilled in the raw and rambunctious cowboy.

The Mounties' very origin, in an act of Parliament, reinforces an important

difference between the histories of the adjoining nations - namely that Canada confederated,

while the United States fought a civil war (McDonald 11). Lawrence Patton McDonald

argues a case similar to that put forward by Harold hnis: one of the most fundamental

differences between Canada and the United States is that, relative to other settler nations,

Canada defined itself by linking its margins to the centres. Such taditional readings define

Canada's historical frontiers as ones of relative peace, but also as one lacking creativity and

political power, which are located elsewhere. Herb Wylie has addressed those issues in his

essay "Dances with Wolfers: Choreographing History nThe Englishman's Boy," in which

he contends that Vanderhaeghe's novel presents the "writing of history as an intense

ideological struggle" (23). The contrast between Damon Ira Chance's imperialist vision of

the Western, and the "realism" of Shorty's narrative of the Cypress Hills Massacre exposes

the competing and often inadequate ideologies behind the "writing of history."
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It is my claim that the cowboy inThe Englishman's Boy illuminates a tight

interweaving of Canadian and American national mythologies that we find in Canadian

prairie writing. A related connecting arguably began early in American Great Plains

settlement; the same years that birthed and defined the Mountie are also the period in which

the cowboy became entrenched as a symbol of the American mythic V/est. George V/ard

Nichols' lionization of James Butler (Wild Bill) Hickock, in an7867 Harper's New Monthly

Magazine article entitled "'Wild Bill," established Hickock as a frontier "demigod armed

with unerring pistols and limitless bravery" and thus launched "a Wild'West school of

joumalism that flourished for several generations" (Etulain Telling 3). Along with the

powerful impact of several sensational frontier events only a few years after the creation of

the NWMP - including the dramatic demise of General George Armstrong Custer, the

assassination of Hickock, and the appearance of Calamity Jane in Deadwood (all in the

suÍrmer of 1876); the northward escape of Sitting Bull (in 1877); the killing of Billy the Kid

and the shootout at the OK Corral (in the suÍrmer and fall of 1881, respectively) - the

American West was soon awash in fantastic stories. Those stories have since seized the

American imagination. Richard Etulain, in an effort to explain the popularity of the'Westem,

speaks in historical terms of "the conflict between industrial and agricultural America and

the resultant nostalgia for the past" ("Origins" 56) that many of the larger-than-life Westem

figures embodied. To those sources he adds as impetus to the Westem the ethos of

Roosevelt's "strenuous age," militant Anglo-Saxonism, the jingoism and muscle-flexing that

occurred during the Spanish-American war, the disappearance of the dime novel, and the

rise of interest in historical fiction (56-60). For Etulain, the resulting social situation

becomes enshrined in a variation on Tumer's frontier hero: the cowboy as supreme figure.
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InWest of Everything, Jane Tompkins picks up Etulain's view, and argues that it

"does less to explain the mentality of the Western than to extend it" (27). Viewing history as

driven by important men, def,rned by wars, and imagining women's role as invisible or, at

best, negligible, is, she argues, to account for the'Western's origin "in the very terms the

'Westem itself has popularized" (28). Although Tompkins does not refer to Canada's

historical identity, Canada's history in many respects has been defined in related terms -
driven by important men, informed by wars, and enabled by a limitation on women's roles.

Traditional readings of the history of the Canadian prairie can be similarly classified in the

very terms the'Westem has popularized. Vanderhaeghe's novel makes this charactenzation

explicit, where cowboys - the wolfers, really, a particularly heinous version of the cowboy -
are responsible for the creation of the Mountie, the wolfers' macho savagery in effect

linking two discrete national symbols.

The narrative locus, the incident that ushers the wolfers into Canadian history and

provides the novel's connective tissue, is the Cypress Hills Massacre. According to Patricia

Linton, "in the evolving narratives of North American history, the Cypress Hills Massacre is

for Americans an untold story, and for Canadians a once-told tale about American outlaws

invading peaceful territory, which becomes a paragraph in the story of the North V/est

Mounted Police" (619). Because Vanderhaeghe focuses on a story that is not generally

considered in the narratives of American mythology, and has only limited traction in

Canadian history, the Cypress Hills Massacre is ideally suited to reveal the intimate

connections between Canadian and American national mythologies. It is a formative event

for Canadian identity, one that directly involves Americans, and one that links the two most
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prominent symbols of national difference - the ruthless cowboy and the gallant Mountie - in

ways that allow for interrogation of the means by which national identities are mediated.

Damon lra Chance provides the novel's clearest indictment ofjingoistic national

rhetoric masking itself as historiography. Chance, though he claims to be seeking "facts,"

does not actually want the truth at all. h a horrific parody of James Clifford's remark that

"even the simplest cultural accounts are intentional creations" (100), Chance seeks to erase

any history that competes with his vision of America. As Chance desires to shoot his film

"on location" - not, of course, the location around which or in which the events actually

took place - the novel illustrates how this expansion of realism serves as a rhetorical device,

given that Besieg¿d "shows no coffesponding increase in truthfulness" (Kramer 11). As

careful as Chance is to use "real" Indians and "real" artifacts, his film does not come close

to relating Shorty's experience of the events. Chance's racist rhetoric marks his vision: he

decries "Asiatic brutality," the filth of Sicilians, the resentment of Jews. Chance tells Harry

that the only solution to these problems lies "in conversion. Convert the strangers with

lightening!" (253). As Rachel Gold, Harry's confidant and only friend in Los Angeles,

sarcastically explains, Chance's worship of DW Griffith's The Birth of a Nation, the film by

which Besieged is inspired, comes from Griffith's portrayal of "the Negro as stupid,

shiftless, and single-mindedly determined to slake his lust with white women" (133). As

Rachel makes evident, Chance's vision for his cowboy epic is grounded in a racist

triumphalism often characteristic of the Westem.

Chance unblushingly expresses an instinct to organize history when describing his

research for Besieged.His concern for authenticity includes an enthusiasm for the coercive

possibilities of verifiable data: "'facts are of the utmost importance, Harry. If I can convince
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the audience the details are impeccably correct, who will dispute the interpretation"' (230).

Still, for Chance, "the facts" mean little without an interpretive voice to make their meaning

clear, in which case he also opts for an expressive view of his work. He reads to Ha:ry from

the diary of an early settler: "it was simply two lines written on September 30, 1869. 'Dug

potatoes this morning. Shot an Indian.' That was all" (296). Chance builds his reading of

history around a morality of necessity and uses the merest of facts to support that (there is

nothing really to choose between digging potatoes and shooting an Indian - all in a day's

worþ, providing his justification for rewriting Shorty's story.

Chance, for all his talk of respecting the facts, frankly acknowledges a desire to

embellish and to affange things when it suits his purpose. Chance claims to be interested in

origins, which he would describe, but he is also passionately concemed for affects. In his

mind, historical facts are materials for creating a version of truth. Evoking card games,

Chance tells Harry that "history deals us our hand and we must play it" (296). Chance makes

a sport out of the writing of history, and invests it with acts of choice and strategy, ones that

- and here the matter of affect escalates - involve clear notions of victory and defeat. Even

the name "Chance" evokes both opportunity and luck that define so many contests that

dominate the'Western. In fact, the contest Chance prefers reflects Turner's frontier

hypothesis; Chance envisions his movie of 'þoetic fact" as revealing how Anglo-Saxon

America forges freedom and democracy in conflict with, and victory over, the alienness of

the plains. However, Chance does not claim that this struggle comes without cost. Evidently,

in order to write history, you have to shoot a few Indians.

The cowboy is the perfect vehicle for Chance's vision. As an embodiment of

Turner's frontier hero, he represents a version of history that Chance whole-heartedly
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endorses. The cowboy is inventive, he is coarse, he displays a dominant individualism, he

has developed a "masterful grasp of material things, lacking in the artistic but powerfrrl to

effect great ends" (Tumer 187). This is the cowboy Atwood so scathingly describes, the

porcelain-grirured man who ignorantly desecrates the spaces he passes through. Chance's

evocation of card games echoes the gambling common in Western saloons. It also, directly,

correlates to Shorty's own thoughts about the wolfers' desertion of Farmer Hank, left with

only a gunnysack of bacon after Hardwick kills his blind horse: "it was necessary to make

the best of the cards he'd been dealt" (113). This rationalizationis an excuse for the violence

done against Farmer Hank, killing his horse and leaving him behind where almost certainly

he would suffer a terrible death.

The cowboy's sudden violence is, in part, justified by what Umberto Eco identifies

as the "aimless glance"; the'Western relies on protracted depictions devoted to what is

"already known" to accustoming the viewer to "highly improbable, often unbelievably

brutal activity" (Mitchell 33). A lingering glance at the prairies, one that describes,

interprets, and reinforces the landscape as the dominion of the white, European male, both

de-emphasizes and justifies the sudden violence necessary to dominate the land (and its

inhabitants). As J. David Stevens explains, the cowboy is often just such a figure of

violence, an expert in confrontation, whose victory is ritualized in countless novels and

films. Stevens argues that "whether the western hero kills in the name of race, or

masculinity, or class, or nationality, it is the deep sense of wanting to lash out, to strike back,

in a sudden and often uncalculated gesture ofrighteous anger, that attracts adherents to his

cause" (27). And yet, for all the violence he occasions, the cowboy can still pose as a moral

force, and as one whose at times horrifying brutality can be justified or at least understood.
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Furthermore, the violence of the Vy'esterns represents special significance, one in which "the

use of the gun fundamentally asserts individual existence and identity even as it offers a

Darwinist 'survival of the fTttest' axiom to govern life" (27). The cowboy is a supreme

figure of survival and, triumphally, he represents America's survival. For his version of

America to survive, he must survive; and in his continuance his sins can be overlooked. if

not forgiven.

Enabled by this cowboy narrative, Chance's conception of history also sounds,

remarkably and ironically, like an imaginative work of fiction, but it is through Harry's

mediation of Shorty's story that Vanderhaeghe nuances the writing of history. Rachel, after

all, calls Harry her Little Truth Seeker with both affection and irony. History, Hany

illustrates, is not as arbitrary as Chance would believe, though it remains an inevitably

cultural construct. "It's history," Harry begs Shorty to confirm when the two first meet, "it's

something we all ought to know" (85). Hany's appeal to unbiased fact, as if such a thing

existed, will be challenged by the connections between Shorty's story and both American

and, unexpectedly, Canadian history. "A writer needs stories" (85), Hary, tacitly

acknowledging the artfulness of his work, tells Shorty.

Shorty's emotional investment in his own story, however, presents an alternative

truth to the one Chance espouses. Shorty's narrative is not a corrective to Chance's derisive

management of facts inasmuch as it might represent a platonic narative of pure truth.

Through Shorty's contingent cowboy narrative, Vanderhaeghe's novel is immediately and

recurrently concerned with the complicating notions of national history. Shorty is the figure

around whom Vanderhaeghe orients the novel's truth claims. Shorty even tells Harry "I

know the truth" (85). The passages in which Shorty is named the Englishman's boy, the
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nineteenth-century portions of the novel, are narrated in the third-person, altemating with

the frst-person passages from Harry's point of view in the twentieth century. David

Williams describes this technique as creating a binary effect: "the third person becomes

omniscient because the first person is limited and fallible; therefore the history sections are

'true,' while the film sections are 'false"'(190). Even the third-person narrator seems highly

concemed with the truthfulness of his narrative: the word "truth" appears repeatedly enough

that V/illiams notes that a "true/false binary shows up in the boy's lexical structures" (190).

However, the dual naratives of Shorty's time with the wolfers, and Harry's efforts to

adapt that story into a screenplay, foreground the creation of the story that Harry tells, which

is the novel we are reading. Shorty's version of the Massacre provide an example of what,

according to Hayden'White, happens in the professional writing of histories. V/hite

charcctenzes the narrative turn of historiography by emphasizing the recognition of "the

rhetorical and constitutive character of historical accounts" (29) and the acknowledgment

that these accounts are part of an exercise in fiction-making that shows little ontological or

epistemological difference from the activity of a writer of fiction. The acts of selection, of

deletion, of organization and configuration of material, and of narrating historical details,

undermine - inevitably and conspicuously so, says White - the historiographical ideal of

objectively representing the past (29). White's claim not only describes Chance's work on

Besieged, which might seem to be easily written off as vile and blatantly false, but the

complicated work in which Harry and Shorty are engaged as well.

Chance, to enable his version of history, wants to find a"trtJe" story. V/hat he finds

is the story of Shorty McAdoo, which serves and does not serve Chance's aspirations. In the

novel, Shorty's place in history is marginal: he is a bit player in the Cypress Hills Massacre
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(although he is a member of the party of wolfers that murders the Assiniboine, Shorty had

no hand in initiating the revenge quest, for he joins the posse only after they have already

decided to set out, and, further, he does not participate in the actual killing -in short, he

shows little intention to pursue the wolfers' ends and limited participation in them). And yet,

Shorty himself is as much a fictional creation as is Chance's later version of history; he is a

character in a novel imposed onto a "realistic" narrative of historical events. His story re-

presents the Massacre; the story he provides is, in some ways, a reflection of

Vanderhaeghe's own organization of history - yet another story-teller within the telling of

the story. It would be pertinent to note what Gyorgy Lukacs says about the kind of detailed

historicizing typical of the historical novel - what he calls the "artistic demonstration of

historical reality" - as "the portrayal of the broad living basis of historical events in their

intricacy and complexity, in their manifold interaction with acting individuals" (43).

Through a vivid fictional representation of the cowboy narrative, The Englishman's Boy

offers additional detail on the immediate and larger background to the Massacre (the

slaughter of the buffalo, the politics of the whiskey trade, and the effects of these

interventions on the Native population) and how those details are handled differently by

distinct national histories.

As such, the novel is less concerned with providing an authentic moment in

Canadian prairie history than illuminating the problems with representing history at all.

Even though Shorty is determined to relate events as truthfully as possible - he declined

Chance's cash payment, after all, accepting only groceries to help support himself and his

slow-witted friend Wylie Easton - we are mostly denied that narrative. Harry, presumably,

has translated the nineteenth-century account into novelistic form, and giving his account the
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authority of an omniscient narrator. This transformation reveals an instinct to assign one

naffative ultimate authority. However, the layering of the flrst- and third-person naratives

accomplishes more than simply juxtaposing the artifice of the historical record (illustrated

by Chance's ftlm, BesiegeQ with the "true" history of the frontier (revealed in Shorty's

confessions to Harry). To expose the interweaving of Canadian and American national

historical narratives, Vanderhaeghe frst shows how narratives, generally, depend on each

other.

These issues of representation are highlighted by Vanderhaeghe's management of

Shorty's story through filters - the third-person narration, by way of Hary's recollections,

and, indirectly, Chance's editorialized filmic version - which all inform the novel in both

plot and theme. The two principal narratives, Shorty's time with the wolfers and Harry's

attempts to adapt Shorty's story, are also closely related. They both develop and nuance the

theme that Chance exaggerates: stories, all stories, are cultural constructs. The sequences

that focus on Shorty as a youth are no more purely historical than the Hollywood sequences

are purely fictional: they both "reflect the complex interplay and blurring of the distinction

between the fictional and the historical in works of historiographical fiction" (Wylie 38).

The Hollywood sequences, for instance, are littered with recognizable historical figures like

D.W. Griffith, Cecil B. DeMille, and Tom Mix. The presence of the fictitious Hary Vincent

and Damon ka Chance, not to mention the prostitutes at Chance's party who masquerade as

leading ladies (Clara Bow, Gloria Swanson arìd Lillian Gish), highlight the artifice of the

Hollywood narrative to be sure. But they do not only serve to authenticate the nineteenth-

century segments, which arefocalized around the fictional character of Shorty McAdoo.

Rather, the novel's frequent jumps in time (and the accompanying transition of nanative
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voice) as it moves between the narratives create a sense of parallel teleologies, and the

rapprochement of both naratives in climactic gun battles would obscure a clear division

between the two. The interdependence of the narratives on each other for structure and

meaning and, in turn, their reliance on the semiotic codes of Canadian and American

cultural myths opens us to the possibility that these national narratives are, likewise, related.

The relationship between Canadian and American national histories is focused in the

myth of the cowboy. Shorty's narrative is reliant on the cowboy's codes to organize its

events: he is a laconic male who knows horses, is tentatively poised between self-defense

and aggression, is willing to kill when provoked, and observes his own clearly defined

morality. Although Shorty's story is not quite so deliberate as is Chance's in the

rcorgatizatton of history, his, like any version of history, is still a narrative that is created, a

story that is told. The Englishman's Boy's connection between history and storytelling is

made explicit, before the narratives even begin, with an epigraph from Donald Creighton:

"History is the record of an encounter between character and circumstance... the encounter

between character and circumstance is essentially a story" (vii). This historical relativity is

built into the novel's very structure through a cowboy nanative - Shorty's story jumps

through time with almost every chapter, creating what Daniela Janes calls "a state of

permanent present" through which the novel "throws doubt on the possibility of ever

adequately representing history" (88). Although its ontological status is privileged to some

degree, Shorty's narrative nevertheless remains marked generically as a Western.

The artifice of the Western narrative, contained as it is by the novel's temporal

maneuvering and Harry's recollections, positions the cowboy as uniquely, but not

authoritatively, connected to the national histories of both Canada and the United States. In
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the figure of Shorty, Vanderhaeghe circumscribes the cowboy's traditional, American,

frontier mobility from the outset, and denies the historical authenticity of his narrative. The

supreme Turnerian hero, a man of coarseness, individualism, democracy, inventiveness, and

superior will, is exposed as myth in Shorty's painful and incriminating confessions as much

as by the savage actions of the wolfers. Vanderhaeghe also draws attention to the artifice of

Canadian national myths by placing this 'Western hero in a defining, if marginal, moment of

Canadian identity, revealing that identity to be reliant on the codes against which it defines

itself. It is through the border-crossing of the cowboy that Vanderhaeghe calls the

construction of Canada's cultural identity into question.

Through the figure of the cowboy, the novel develops themes of subversive border

crossing, both geographical and cultural, putting into uncertainty the border(s) that defrne(s)

Canadian identity. As if in tacit denial of those lines of demarcation, the characters in

Vanderhaeghe's novel frequently cross the immaterial international boundary between

Canada and the United States. It is perhaps little wonder that this should happen for, as

Hugh Keenleyside writes, "the boundary between Canada and the United States is a

typically human creation; it is physically invisible, geographically illogical, militarily

indefensible and emotionally inescapable" (Mandel 105-6). Similarly, Wallace Stegner, in

Wolf Willow, suggests that maps provide boundaries that present areas of rich interaction

and transformation, insisting that the'Westem's most stringent border lies between culture -
civilization, in other words - and nature. This distinction between "new" land and "old"

culture that occupies Dick Harrison in Unnamed Country reflects much of whatThe

Englishman's Boy suggests is common on both sides of the 49h parallel. Canada, through

the northward movement of the wolfers, becomes, rather than the hinterland taking its cues
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from an Eastern power, a partial extension of Turner's frontier - a landscape upon which

new identities are generated.

It is appropriate that the map at the beginning of The Englishman's Boy centtes on

the Canada/US border. According to Reinhold Kramer, "the border gives a formal beauty to

the page since it so perfectly bisects the map, imparting symmetry to the unsymmetrical

wanderings of rivers and topography" (5). It also represents the novel's split historical

naffatives as well as Chance's desire to organize the chaos of history into an ideological

narative, to set some geometrical formation upon a fluid world. The bulk of the novel

organizes itself around real and recollected border crossings: the opening framing sequence

ends with Fine Man, Broken Horn, and their newly acquired horses flowing north to

Canada; Shorty McAdoo and the wolfers cross the border in pursuit of the horse thieves, and

decades later Hany and his mother will pass through it, as if it were permeable. Although

the border itself is an invention that holds no meaning for the Assiniboine, the Medicine

Line is amatter of note for the na:rator who points out that, as Fine Man and Broken Horn

take their horses across the border, "the stream of horses flowed north to Canada" (4). This

northward motion aligns with what Elliot West describes as the geographical continuities

that align with the cultural and economic lines established before European settlement. As

West explains, "standard anthropological texts group native peoples into regions according

to similar lifeways and means of living: eastem woodlands, plains, southwestern desert,

montane, Great Basin, Pacific Northwest" (5). The fluent north and south movement across

the border, as much as those things that deny the border, is a central thematic concern of the

novel.
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That movement is of special concern to the way that the Canada/US border re-shapes

identities, but not in ways that reinforce the dichotomy between Tumer's theories and those

stemming from Innis. The political boundary that denies the geographic lines of the

continent exerts significant power, and so movement across this Medicine Line is central to

Vanderhaeghe's novel. It is appropriate that Shorty, when not yet a cowboy, appears at frst

as a liminal figure early in the nineteenth-century passages. Described at the beginning of

the novel, and before arriving in Fort Benton, as standing between spaces, "suspended

between a desert sky and a desert earth" (31), Shorty's identity is, as yet, unformed. Shorty's

brief time in the United States is rife with violence and confrontations with repressive

authority. In the United States, Shorty initially defines himself against the repressive

authority of the Englishman, for whom he has worked, and the hotel manager, who has

kicked Shorty out after the Englishman died, and finds a potential source of identity with the

wolfers. He chooses to become a cowboy, fleeing from the forces of civlliza1non, and joins

the wolfers' posse. Resisting Stevenson, the proprietor of the Overland Hotel, in a dramatic

barroom confrontation in which he stabs Stevenson in the side and buttocks, earns Shorty -
not coincidentally - both the loathing of Fort Benton's townspeople and the respect of Tom

Hardwick, leader of the wolfers. Those conditions mark the beginning of Shorty's definition

as a cowboy; he stands up to exploitive civilization and embraces a mission involving

horses, a moral test (the search for stolen property), and freedom from social decorum. In

effect, Shorty enacts Turner's mythic transformation, and becomes a new man facing

wilderness.

Shorty's identity continues to develop when he crosses the Medicine Line into

Canada, but in new directions as Shorty paficipates in a disconcerting revisioning of the
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cowboy narrative. Linton highlights the mythical nature of movement across international

borders when she argues that, for Shorty, crossing into Canada with a gang of marauders

represents the crossing of a moral boundary. Though the narrative may begin in the United

States, Canada is the place where Shorty most clearly defines himself. Once the vigilantes

arrive in Canada, Shorty begins to become uncomfortable with the wolfers' activities and

with the role he seemingly has elected as one of them. The men with whom he has allied

himself, and with whom he has begun to establish his identity, tum out to be beyond

disreputable. Their desertion of Farmer Hank - punished for riding a blind horse and

endangering the posse - sits ill with Shorty who, in tum, aligns himself with the Canadian

Scotsman amongst the gang and begins to re-classify himself as an agent of civilization

against the wolfers' unchecked savagery.

However, even these categories of identity are subject to change and reliant on each

other. In their attitudes, the wolfers distill what is most vile about the cowboy. They are

racist, cruel men who delight in torturing and killing, recalling Chance's overtly xenophobic

diatibes. During the torture and gang rape of the Assiniboine girl, further establishing

themselves as grim exaggerations of the cowboy, the wolfers grotesquely play at genteel

behavior, taking turns at degrading her, and offering mocking niceties: "'well,' said

Hardwick, 'age before beauty"'(303). Shorty defines himself as unlike these men, refusing

their monstrous mockery of civilized behaviour by labeling their behaviour in strong

disapproval: "'r aiÍlt a hog' he said" (305). His resistance appears symbolically to be the

bitth of the Canadian identity, defined in contrast to the violence of the American wolfers.

Much as the cowboy defines himself against the effeminate triviality of the town, and
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Canada often defines itself against the lawlessness of the American frontier, Shorty claims

an identity at odds with the savagery of the wolfers.

Far from being based on a consistent if unspoken moral code, however, Shorty's

identity is in constant flux. He is caught between poles of identity. The behaviour of the

American wolfers disgusts him, but the ineffectual and ultimately hollow moral code of

Scotty, the Scotch-Canadian, proves to offer no valuable alternative. "I am a gentleman,"

Scotty says, "the definition of a gentleman is one who never causes a pain" (300), before

retreating in fear of the other wolfers. Shorty leams he cannot rely on either pole to fully

inform his identity. honically, in the very moment when he feels most unlike the wolfers,

Shorty senses that he has failed to establish a true difference for himself. One sign of his

unestablished identity can be found in the fact that Shorty goes unn¿rmed throughout the

nineteenth-century sections of the novel until he, in complicated loathing, identifies himself

after refusing to rape the girl, calling himself a devil's spawn and "what the black belly of

the whale couldn't abide. I'm your Jonah" (306). The moment of self-naming fails to

establish that Shorty is completely unlike the wolfers, however, for he admits that "he

wanted her every bit as bad as any of them" (306). His identity,pætly formed by his time

with the wolfers, who gave him escape from Fort Benton, is indelibly linked to them. Full of

fever and lust, he masturbates, his desired moment of heroic definition lost: "I ain't no

different. I ain't no different. I wanted her every bit as bad as any of them. Quick and savage

he used himself, fell back against the wall of the post, ending it like all the rest had, with a

cry" (306)1.

Later, in an attempt to escape his identification with the wolfers, who subsequently

burn the Assiniboine girl to death, Shorty tries to align himself with the people he helped to
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massacre. He tells Hary that "'I went Indian up in Canada"'(151), comparing his self-exile

in the Canadian wildemess to a Native American vision quest: his journey, in his mind,

evokes those of "'them old-timey, genuine Indians" who "used to go off solitary in the

wildemess so's to find their creature spirit"' (157). Shorty takes on the role of cultural

educator as he explains to Harry that this spirit is the identification "'they shared with some

creature - gnzzly spirit, elk spirit, coyote spirit, crow spirit. Hardship and the country taught

them it"' (I57).

Shorty's "going Indian" calls to mind Leslie Fiedler's argument that, in

confrontation with the Red Man of the New 'Wilderness, 
the White European transforms

positively into "a new kind of human, different from both White and Red" (91). Like

Fiedler's frontier hero, Shorty does, indeed, confront Fiedler's so-called Red Men but the

experience is a dangerous encounter with some Blackfoot men. Shorty escapes death by

rooting in the mud like a pig, making his would-be killers laugh and decide to leave him

alone. Shorty, we learn with an acute sense of irony, survives his time in Canada by taking

on the qualities of his perceived spirit: a rooting pig. He who had denounced the murdering

and raping wolfers as hogs would seem to have found an acknowledgment in himself of that

vefy essence.

Shorty's fluid, and tortured, sense of self reveals Canada's own cultural

distinctiveness and identity to be similarly permeable. Though the wolfers' savage treatment

of the Assiniboine girl seems to indicate precisely the lawless American wildness that the

Mounties were created to forestall, Shorty's story reveals Canada to have had the lawless

West exemplified in the Westem. In its artifice, the Western allows not only for an

exploration of the inter-reliance of narratives, but also of the creative work that goes into
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narratives of national identity. The twentieth century segments highlight the performance of

national identity through Shorty's condemnation of the Westem's conventions:

"I-ots of them Eastern boys riding at the studio play at cowboys and Indians.

They learned Indians reading those boy's books - maybe same kind of book

you asking me to help write - books tell you how to do sign language, show

you how to chip an arrowhead with a deer horn, make a war bonnet out of

turkey feathers." (15 I )

Myths have a way of perpetuating themselves, and the typical Western embodies the

standard binaries of cowboys and Indians. Shorty's statement is, also, implicitly a criticism

of the Laurentian Thesis, with "Eastem boys" imitating behaviour and creating myth from

poor mimicrf. Shorty's desire for authenticity does not endorse the'Western as true history;

his fluid identification with the various roles within it - cowboy, Indian, townsperson - and

its Canadian iteration, reveal that'Western is not a discretely American myth.

To further undermine the distinction between Canadian and American national

identities, Vanderhaeghe defines both the US and Canada by an ability to offer new

identities marked by contingency and illusion, related to, but not tied exclusively to, national

mythologies. In Hollywood, Shorty insists that his authentic demeanor makes it harder for

him to find work when, in fact, the economic conditions of the era have produced a surplus

of "real" cowboys who can only perpetuate a perverted sense of their lives through the

funhouse miror of 'Westems. 
Questions of authenttcity arc complicated further when Harry

points out that even the legendary Wyatt Earp, who had a walk-on role in Allan Dwan's The

Half-Breed, did not satisfy Hollywood's demands. Nevertheless, even though Earp could not

play a movie cowboy, despite having been a foundational inspiration, "among his
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pallbearers atlns 1929 funeral were the'Western idols V/illiam S. Hart and Tom Mix" (21).

Hollywood, like any purveyor of myth, can have it both ways: it can refuse to employ an

"actvaI" cowboy but it can cornmemorate him in death.

Harry's own reflections in the Hollywood segments of the novel disrupt any clear

delineation between perceptions of the American V/est and the Canadian West, suggesting

that the myth of lawful settlement is no less constructed than is the myth of a triumphal

frontier confiscation (Wylie 35). Vanderhaeghe deconstructs the Turnerian frontier hero

through the violence of the wolfers and parodies kmis' theory that creative forces in Canada

came from the east by bringing Americans into the development of Canadian national

identity and emphasizing Canadian involvement in the structures that dominate American

historical cultural identity.

The Canadian Hany may resign in disagreement over Charice's imperialist project,

and refuse ever to see Besieged,but Chance declines to remove his name from the film and

in effect enlists Harry in his enterprise. Symbolically, at the very least, Harry cannot escape

his ensnarement; arguably, his continued association is extended when, upon his return to

Saskatoon, he decides to run a movie house in, however unwitting, collaboration with a

system of American myth-making. In any case, Harry's involvement in the novel's

revisioning of the cowboy narrative has from the beginning been more than incidental;

Harry's eagerness to disavow his Canadian identity for what he sees as a preferable

American self enables Vanderhaeghe to render national identity as permeable, and easily

taken on. That the highly mediated American narrative that Chance so desperately seeks is

obtained by a Canadian who extracts it from an Englishman, who is taken to be an authentic
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American, and that concerns an event that lead to the formation of one of Canada's most

rccognzable cultural icons, is to say the least ironic.

Similar disruptions of discrete national identities pervade the novel. Hany wants to

divest himself of his Canadian identity, while Shorty longs to escape to Canada. In

Hollywood, both Hany and Shorty get the chance to assume new identities, indelibly linked

to their conception of national history. Ha:ry, Alison Calder argues, exploits the invisibility

of his Canadianness: "unlike the Indians, whose race is immediately apparent, or even

Rachel Gold, whose name signifies her Jewish identity, Harry can choose whether or not to

reveal himself as a Canadiarr" (99). Chance's dissatisfaction with Shorty's story and

Chance's manipulation of that history makes Harry, in the process of defining himself as

essentially American, profoundly uneasy. Paradoxically, Harry's national identity, his

Canadiaruress, is a role that he feels he can willfully put on or take off. Harry points out that,

in his opinion, Americans do not even recognize adistinction between Canadians and

Americans. However, his definition of the American character marks that fisure as similarlv

unstable:

America's Sweetheart, Mary Pickford, was born in Toronto; Louis B. Mayer

came from Saint John, New Brunswick; Mack Sennett was raised in Quebec.

Canada isn't a country at all, it's simply geography. There's no emotion

there, not the kind that Chance is talking about. There are no'Whitmans, no

Twains, no Cranes. Half the English Canadians wish they werc really

English, and the other half wish they were Americans. If you're going to be

anything, you have to choose. (181)
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The United States is to Harry a place of common self-definition. As he tells Rachel, "I chose

this place" (181); he chose, therefore he is American. Canada, for Harry, is no more than a

transitory and unformed space between identities, one that he compares to Limbo. Harry's

Canadian identity has made him aware of the tension that dominates the prairie, torn

between the cultural draw of Eastem Canada and the temptation of a nearby United Sates,

but he fails to see the universality of that condition and his mis-understanding reinforces the

artifice of these constructed identities. If a girl from Toronto can be America's Sweetheart,

why can't a wolfer from the United States precipitate the creation of Canada's heroes? In

nationhood, as in Hollywood, narratives of identity would not seem to exist independently of

each other.

To furttrer demonstrate the connections between the narratives of national identity,

Harry's awareness of Canada's moment of national self-definition emerges through the

Westem story Shorty relates. Shorty's story, both his telling and what Chances attempts to

distort it, ultimately precipitate Harry's return to Canada. konically, Shorty's narrative,

which repeatedly defies borders, also offers the creation of a border: the establishment of the

red-coated Mounties (Calder 102). Wallace Stegner makes out a similar observation inWolf

Willow: "one of the most visible aspects of the intemational boundary was that it was a color

line: blue below, red above, blue for treachery and unkept promises, red for protection and

the straight tongue" (101). Hany gets from Shorty an introduction to that myth of the colour

line. V/hen, historically, the Mounties moved west, the invisible border became of vital

importance in defining Canadian identity against American nationhood, which Parliament

distills in the form of the wolfers. As Harry tells it, "for a brief moment the Cypress Hills

Massacre had its day in the sun; members of Parliament rose in the House, hotly denouncing
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the wolfers as American cutthroats, thieves, and renegades. Nobody seemed to mention that

among them were Canadian cutthroats too" (326). Shorty's story, set against the official

Canadian explanation, shows that the distinction between the violent American West of the

cowboy and the ordered Canadian'West of the Mountie is a false dichotomy. The

Englishman's Boy intimates that something of what drives Chance to create Besieged is

what pushes the Mounties west, a desire to stake a claim: "the Canadian government formed

the North West Mounted Police, sent it on a long, red-jacketed march into a vast territory,

establishing claim to it. A mythic act of possession" (326).

The massacre of the Assiniboine, Vanderhaeghe imagines, is a footnote to the

creation of the NWMP. Hary believes that the few paragraphs spared for the Cypress Hills

Massacre "always pointed to one result of the massacre" (326): the formation of the NWMP.

Vanderhaeghe strips the act of its myhic dignity, of its delusions, compromising but not

eliminating the Mountie's mandate to protect citizenry by connecting it to Parliamentary

imperialism. Stegner sees this act as complicated, and highly invested: "Never was the

dignity of the uniform more carefully cultivated, and rarely has the ceremonial quality of

impartial law and order been more dramatically exploited" (101). Such a historically

bifurcated perspective,Iocalized in the lawlessness of the American cowboy, who in

Vanderhaeghe's enterprise is not so American after all, illustrates that the separate spaces of

historical identity are not discrete. As a result, kmis' theories of the distribution of cultural

power are undermined; Canada finds its sense of self generated because of an incident on the

prairies as much as from the exploits of Wolfe and Montcalm.

Looking down on the ice breaking up in the South Saskatchewan River, as the novel

opens and closes, Hany reminisces about Shorty. Why Harry writes after a thirty year
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silence is never clear. He does not know if Shorty ever made it to Canada. Harry has also

lost sight of Rachel Gold. But he reflects, perhaps, on a desire greater than nostalgia, greater

than a desire to order the events of his life into a comfortable whole.

Chance believed character didn't count for much in history. But looking at

the river, I remind myself the map of the river is not the river itself. That

hidden in it are deep, mysterious, submerged, and unpredictable currents. The

characters of all those wolfers, Canadian and American, cast longer shadows

than I had any inkling of that endless night in which McAdoo made his

confession, crouched on a cot in a desolate bunkhouse, an old man reliving

his pain and guilt thousands of miles from an obscure dot on the

Saskatchewan prairie (326).

Robert Thacker argues that moments like this, when the textual landscape provides an

epiphany, are attractive to students of the Westem. The texts we read manage so to align

words that they "commingle character, landscape, circumstance, and moment within a

configuration that glows" (10). h such a moment of insight, Harry comes to realize that he

cannot flee from the past. Shorty's story has revealed to him that history, like the river, hides

many submerged currents and that, like a map, history as a discursive practice can represent

only one dimension of reality. As Hany implies, character counts for history. Nations'

identities are forged out of various competing versions of history, and the "truth" is simply

the version that wins out. Harry's role as historian, screenwriter, and movie-house owner,

then, are really not so disparate as one might at flrst suppose.

Harry's final thoughts read as an editorial summation, a clear articulation of the

novel's desire to explain that history, like all narratives, is contingent and created through
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acts of imagination, the organizatton of "facts," and the practice of omissions. However, the

novel's framing device compounds questions of historical practice. The story of the horse

thieves, Fine Mær and Broken Horn, that opens and concludes the novel, affects the

relationships of the other narratives. In the closing frame, Fine Man seeks to honour Strong

Bull, a holy man who has been discredited for his refusal to caffy the pipe and his efforts to

ply "the white man's drawing sticks and paper like a child" (Vanderhaeghe 329). Strong

Bull's desire is to immortalize those things which he anticipates will pass out of the world:

"I do not want the grandchildren to be frightened when they pass into the Mystery World

and encounter beings which may be strange to them" (331). The novel, similarly, seeks to

preserve particular realities of a historical conflict in details that, traditionally, have been

neglected.

The frame's formal positioning is of vital importance to Vanderhaeghe's enterprise

in enabling new readings of the cultural containment and the rewriting of history that

saturate the novel. Wylie chooses to read the frame as "subverting the usual ending of the

western" (in which the whites are victorious and the Indians are vanquished) and as resisting

the perspectival closure typical of the westem (31). The novel ends with Fine Man and

Broken Hom's successful theft of horses and the realizationof Fine Man's power dream,

which contains the cowboy narrative. Alison Calder similarly argues persuasively that the

frame "must of necessity remain outside, a parallel text but not an interpolated one" (103),

that the frame exposes the limitations of both cowboy naratives.

As Calder notes, the placement of Fine Man and Broken Horn's narratives as a frame

highlights its own status as a border and calls attention to the limitations of interior and the

main narratives. The frame, being an extra-generic disruption of Shorty's cowboy story,
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'þoints to the potential inadequacy of Shorty's story as a model for the 'truth"' (105). Calder

argues that the frame does not destroy the validity of Shorty's tale, but rather supplements it

with an acknowledgment of its necessary partiality - like other conditions in the Western,

the white male perspective is imcomplete (105). Through the deployment of the frame, the

text acknowledges and highlights the cowboy undermining the authority of his own

"realistic" narrative.

Yet, as Wylie points out, in Shorty's reluctance to give up his story to Harry, the

cowboy compares writing to imprisonment: "'I'd guess you lock up a wild Indian between

the covers of a book, same thing is going to befall him. He's going to die" (145). The text

ends with Fine Man's stasis, the ending of his movement. The image might seem to evoke

the trope of the disappearing krdian for which'Westerns, even if in elegy, are often

condemned - Fine Man, Broken Hom, and their families, unknowingly awaiting a massacre.

Williams notes that the frame, also narrated by an omniscient narrator, creates a

correspondence amongst the natural elements that accepts the theft of horses in Aboriginal

culture and insists "on the natural unity of all things in the Aboriginal world" (200),

common in romanticized depictions of First Nations people in Westerns.

Any sort of last word is avoided by The Englishman's Boy, ending as it does with a

return to the almost-forgotten Fine Man's story, a cyclical return to the novel's beginning

that reaches beyond the interpretations of history represented by Innis or Turner, by the

Mountie or the cowboy. The frame highlights the novel's revisioning of the'Western by

rejecting its triumphalist narrative of settlement and confrontation. Stories and myths

continue in relation to one another, and help to articulate each other's silences and gaps. If

nothing else, the novel's closing image points toward the dependence of myth on
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containment: the novel ends on an image in which the imaginary border is meaningless. The

closing image reminds us, in not wholly positive tones, that "in Canada it has never been

possible to forget that our national identity is neither unified nor natural but something we

work at reinventing and protecting every day" (Brydon 9). InThe Englishman's Boy,

through the revelation of contingent national identities, we are called to awareness of often

competing claims to nationhood and what it might mean to elevate one over another.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Shooting the Messenger:

Mimicking the Cowboy in Thomas King's Green Grass, Running Water

"It is true that white cunning has managed to throw the tribes into great confusion, as

respects friends and enemies...thus throwing everything into disorder, and destroying all the

harmony of warfare." - James Fenimore Cooper, The Deerslayer

Though Vanderhaeghe may be invested in subverting the triumphalist rhetoric of the

Western, he does not delve deeply into the narratives of First Nations people, and what he

does write about aboriginals has been, in effect, contested by a least one native writer. The

trope of the disappearing Indian featured in The Englishman Boy's frame is one of the

nanatives against which Thomas King orients his writing. Thomas King's Green Grass,

Running Water is overtly concerned with deconstructing portrayals of Aboriginal people in

North American fiction. 'When King's four aboriginal chorus figures - First Woman (the

Lone Ranger), Changing Woman (Ishmael), Thought'Woman (Robinson Crusoe), and Old

Woman (Hawkeye) - appear, we recognize their names as coming from the literary canon.

In accordance with their declared goal to "fix things," the four women deal with all of these

culturally significant narratives in ways that inevitably mock each foundational text with

which they come into contact. Frequently, critics downplay the antagonism King's novel

shows toward the canon and its appointed representatives, arguingthat the novel seeks to

explore general problems with patriarchy, racism, and elitism. Patricia Linton, for example,

argues that King's "literati narrator" speaks "not only as one who is knowledgeable but as

one who is capable of educating others" (2I3). To my mind, however, though King's novel

does play in fields of the Bahktinian carnivalesque, and lthough it does have didactic aims,

we cannot ignore its relentless purpose.
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Throughout the novel, King reveals several ways that First Nations identities are

created through the process of storytelling. Since most of those stories are written from a

European historical perspective, such narratives often leads to the mis-construction of First

Nations' identities. Dee Horne, in writing about Green Grass, finds subversive power in re-

working the language and texts of the colonizer, evoking Homi Bhabha's arguments about

mimicry. For Home, this mimicry is more a deconstruction than a simple reversal; Horne

explains that "the colonized writer can metamorphose mimicry into a partial repetition to

critique and delegitimize the 'original' settlers" and their discourse (256). By presenting

tricksters who assume, mockingly, the identities of figures from the Western literary canon,

King overwrites whiteÆuropean narratives from a First Nations' perspective. Nevertheless,

King does not simply reverse the power dynamics of these narratives by, say, placing "oral"

and "literate" cultures in a binary relationship in which one must always dominate the other.

Instead, he re-presents hierarchical structures to subvert a cultural heritage that has

insufficiently acknowledged its reliance on and endorsement of narratives of subordination.

The character who stands out amongst the literary figures whose identities which

King's tricksters appropriate is the Lone Ranger. Historically, he is the most recently created

Írmong the American icons that King pillories, his radio show appearing for the flrst time in

January of 1933. By contrast, the other icons frst appeared significantly earlier: Robinson

Crusoe in Robinson Crusoe, published in 1779; Hawkeye in the five Leatherstocking Tales,

the frst of which, The Pioneer,s, was published in 1823; and Ishmael in Moby Dick,

published in 1851. There were Lone Ranger novels, eighteen in all, but they were produced

after the character had already appeared and gained popularity on the radio. The novels,

published between 1936 and 1956, reflect a desire to cash in on the character whose appeal
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also spawned two film serials, a television series, and several series of comic books. Only

Hawkeye, one of several names for Natty Bumppo, who appeared in all five Leatherstocking

novels, enjoyed a similar serial run. Additionally, the Lone Ranger among all the figures

appropriated by the tricksters is the only character who is not primarily identified with one

or more canonical literary text. It is especially through the Ranger's close association with

canonical literary figures, that King's enterprise in Green Grass can be better understood.

The pop-cultural figure we know as the Lone Ranger, the one who antedates King's

Lone Ranger, himself explores the mis-reading of history. His origin is confused, especially

in his relationship to Tonto (Wallmann 26).Irr the fust account of their relationship, Tonto is

rescued - by the already established Lone Ranger - from a mine explosion and a frame-up

for the murder of one of the miners. Tonto, presumably, remains with the Lone Range out of

a sense of gratitude. The alternate origin, that is more coÍrmonly known, and the one that

King obliquely refers to in his novel, represents a retroactive rewriting of the Lone Ranger's

beginnings. In the second origin, Reid, the boy who would become the Lone Ranger, rescues

Tonto from renegade Indians, who had murdered his mother and sister. The grateful Tonto

gives his savior a ring. It is this gift that allows Tonto to recognize Reid, now a Texas

Ranger, years later amongst the victims of an Indian attack. Reid, the sole survivor, is

rescued by Tonto, who helps create Reid's alter ego and the iconic elements of his costume.

'When King makes reference to the Lone Ranger's origin, his text embodies many of

the stereotypes of the 'Westem. Even though King does not directly allude to either of the

Ranger's canonical beginnings, his novel presents a situation that more closely resembles

the second origin. In King's rewriting, First Woman and Ahdamn find the whole group of

Rangers, presumably including Reid himself, dead, only to be accosted by a second group of
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rangers who immediately and unaccountably assume that the killings look'Just like the

work of Indians" (70). To save herself from being killed, First V/oman deftly assumes the

identity of the Lone Ranger and Ahdamn, almost as adroitly, claims to be Tonto.

First Woman's mimicking of the Lone Ranger - outrageous in its sheer transparency

- is emblematic of King's strategy for the entire novel. By assuming the identity of a

cowboy, First Woman occupies a position from which she can explore the artifice of the

Western narrative. The imitation of canonical literary figures, and the disruption of their

narraúves, reveals the subordination that traditionally delimits the roles of non-white

characters. Aboriginal women replace the "heroes" - who are all male, and all

WhiteÆuropean in origin. Their role is not so much substitution as parody; the fictional

identities are already established when the tricksters assume them and they do not simply

disappear during or after the substitution, partly because King's appropriation is so blatantly

unhidden and, in one sense, so utterly unbelievable; it is in fact cartoonish. Who among the

second wave of rangers could possibly believe that Fist Woman is the Lone Ranger or in any

way resembles him? The lack of reaction to First Woman's role-playing, because of its

outlandishness, begs the question of why there should be a surprised reaction from the

rangers. The event is funny, in part, because it presents such a defiance of accepted narrative

roles. It is rare that the aboriginal figure is the hero - normally she can be heroic, but never

an outright protagonist - and she is generally placed in a particular narrative position: the

side-kick.

A subordinated "side-kick," one who is notably outside Western ethnic and cultural

noÍTns, accompanies the pop-cultural Lone Ranger. The side-kick represents the novel's own

position in regard to the meta-narratives of the canon; as Patricia Linton argues, Green
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Grass "demonsftates an insider's knowledge of two cultures: the heritage that defines a

discrete cultural or ethnic community and the dominant culture's Euro-American tradition"

(213). The side-kicks, in order to survive, must be fluent in the language and the codes of

the culture that subordinates them. They are mimics as well, conceived of in an imaginary

reconfiguration that requires adaptation or assimilation. In King's novel, however, the

tricksters do not imitate side-kicks, they become heroes themselves. In supplanting the

heroes, who continually have been exclusively white and male, the traditionally subverted

side-kick becomes the hero in name and in action. It is through a strategy of rewriting, one

of several nanative strategies that propels King's novel, that modes of resistance appear.

King's novel, echoing the words of Louise Barnett, reveals that "the Indian was a fictive

character long before he appeared in a work of fiction, the very name 'Indian' constituting

the frst fiction imposed on him" (4).

The Lone Ranger is one representative of the cowboy Western, the narrative against

which, and through which, Green Grass communicates its resistance to narratives of

coercion. The novel positions individual characters and groups of characters with respect to

the Westem's narrative of dominance: Lionel Red Dog, as a child, wanted to grow up to be

John Wayne; Charlie Looking Bear's father, Portland, (willingly it seems) played Indians in

Hollywood rùy'estems; several characters, including Alberta Frank, Eli Stand Alone, and

Charlie Looking Bear, either read or watch The Mysterious Waruior, the favourite Western

of Lionel's racist employer, "Buffa.lo" Bill Bursum. In various ways, the cowboy Westem

has an effect on all of them; King adroitly uses this susceptibility to that persuasive material.

The ways in which the novel subverts the'Western narrative illustrates how "to re-present or

to re-write the past in fiction and in history" which is, "in both cases, to open it up to the
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present" (Hutcheon 110). As a result, the subversion of the culturally ingrained tropes of the

Western, in King's hands, shows that it is open to change. The motif of the cowboy is

repeated throughout the novel, both in circumscribing the lives of Charlie, Eli, and Lionel in

particular, and also in providing means of resistance. Parody in the novel acts as a counter-

discourse in action: the assumptions of the dominant discourse are already and seemingly

everywhere inscribed, and it is those inscriptions that Green Grass plays upon and

overturns, revealing their (sometimes) tacit narratives of subversion.

The inscriptions such revisioning overturns appear in the form of the cowboy

'Westerns, at the very heart of expressions of (particularly American) cultural domination

and conquest. Taking the forms of dying - or soon-to-die - chiefs pronouncing doom on

their people, aboriginal men dispensing their wisdom about the landscape to IV'hite men or

women, nobly defeated tribes, and heroically conquering cowboys, these inscriptions appear

most potently in the Hollywood Western, epitomized by The Mysterious Warrior. Once

more, as in Vanderhaeghe, the most insidious expression of the old cowboys and Indians

myth appears in the form of a diversionary movie. To highlight that this filmic paradigm is

far-reaching, ar¡¿ to emphasize how these same elements appear in other media, mirroring

the situation of the Lone Ranger, The Mysterious Warrior novel, we learn, was first a movie,

and an "award-winning movie" (King 160) at that. V/e also leam that Eli's reading of this

novel reveals the extent to which the conventions of the'Westem have spread. Eli, the

literary scholar who has taught Shakespeare (that barometer of Literature as Art), chooses to

read a cowboy Western to pass the time. The conventions of the'Western are deeply

ingrained, even in this scholar, and the plot of The Mysterious Warrior is so familiar from

other occasions, and so given to convention, that it has imprinted on Eli's brain: "Eli opened
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the book and closed his eyes. He didn't have to read the pages to know what was going to

happen" (199).

The prevalence of the Western's attitudes is ironically foregrounded by Green

Grass's title. The recurring phrase "as long as the grass is green and the waters run" appears

in the outlandish movie version of The Mysterious Warrior. Eli summarizes the metaphor as

"a nice phrase, all right. But it didn't mean anything. It was a metaphor. Eli knew that.

Every Indian on the reserve knew that. Treaties were hardly sacred documents. They were

contracts, and no one signed a contract for eternity" (267). Brian Johnson describes the

titular phrase as re-inscribing "the historic media encounter since it was employed in settler

treaties to mask the dispossession of Native land" (8). Quoting Marshall Mcluhan, Johnson

indicates that the word metaphor "is from the Greek metaplus pherein, to carry across or

transport ... each form of transport not only carries, but translates and transforms, the

sender, receiver, and the message" (8). Eli's distrust of the metaphor reflects an awareness

that the metaphor itself conveys a message. The duplicitous use of written documents to

disarm indigenous inhabitants and pave the way for the expropriation of Native land is part

of the same paradigmaúc constitution that constructs "cowboys" and "Indians." The

Mystertous Warrior highlights the'Western's reliance on such attitudes and narratives of

domination.

Green Grass challenges the formulaic ways that the Cowboy narative constructs

Aboriginal identity. The narrative of The Mysterious Waruior itself is fraught wittr

inversions and contradictions that emphasize the problems inherent in its depictions of the

relations between Aboriginal people and Euro-American settlers. The instabilities leak even

into stories of romance. Annabelle. the storv's heroine. tells hon Eves. her noble Indian
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captor, that she wants never to leave his side. kon Eyes replies, with ambiguous hope, "as

long as the grass is green and the waters run" (208). His words can be read as a claim of

unmistakable love only if one does not consider the other uses of this phrase throughout the

novel. His apparent profession of undying union ironically evokes the treacherous language

of treaties, precarious and unreliable contracts whose presence permeates the novel. In

contemporary usage, as evidenced in the unsympathetic Bursum, the meaning has been

inverted. "As long as the grass is green and the waters run" is, for him, understood to mean

"not forever."

The slippage that has occurred is made explicit in the film. The words do not ring

true. hon Eyes' dialogue may represent a screenwriter's facile expression of an Indian's

heartfelt "forevsr" but, in the context of Bursum's statements, it surely also is a coded

reminder of a history of appropriation (Linton 218). "It was a nice phrase," Eli comments,

"but it didn't mean anything" (261). To him, as to "every krdian on the reserve," treaties

"were hardly sacred documents. They were contracts, and no one signed a contract for

etemity" (261). Eli's use of the phrase encapsulates in sardonic humour his intention to

remain in his cabin as well as his awareness that the (W-hite) establishment can displace him

if, as seems highly possible, it decides to change the rules in its own favour. Eli's implicit

accusation, when put in context beside the Westem, is that the effort to keep his own small

plot of land reiterates the larger historical displacement of Aboriginal people and their tribal

lands.

The character of Bill Bursum foregrounds Green Grass's connection between the

ideology of the 'Western and the reality of indigenous dispossession. Bursum's love of

Westerns, andThe Mysterious Warrior in particular, illustrates his reliance on narratives that
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endorse his worldview. Bursum himself embodies these narratives through his nickname -

"Buffalo" Bill - which links Bursum to V/illiam F "Buffalo Bill" Cody, an exploiter of

Indians for entertainment in his traveling Buffalo Bill Cody's WildWest Show. Bursum's

name also is a reference to the "Bursum 8i11," introduced by US senator Holm O. Bursum in

1927, proposing the divestiture of Pueblo land, and the awarding of land titles and water

rights to non-Indians in New Mexico (Fee & Flick 132). Appropriately, given his name,

King's Bursum is involved in a land dispute: his lakefront property on Parliament Lake is

worthless as long as Eli Stand Alone refuses to let the Grand Baleen Dam begin operation.

This dispute introduces Bursum's obsession with landscape; he goes so far as to build a wall

display, using two hundred of the televisions he sells at his electronics store, to reflect the

map of North America, the whole display called, appropriately if unimaginatively, "The

Map."

The Map is Bill's "visual demonstration of his commitment to transnational

capitalism, even at the expense of his local and primarily Native customer base" (Davidson,

Walton & Andrews L2l).The Map is an expression of power for Bursum, not only the

power of advertising but also the power of capital and control. In a fit of ironic self-delusion

Bursum calls The Map a "unifying metaphor" and bemoans the fact that "power and control

- the essences of effective advertising - were, Bursum had decided years before, outside the

range of the Indian imagination" (King 126). Bursum conceives of North America itself as a

technology beyond the comprehension of Aboriginal people. His statement is ironic, given

the flattening of history and the failure of imagination that The Map represents. Bursum's

putatively unifying metaphor, his vision of power and control, registers a strong belief in

colonialism and (in its use of the television) a technological means of control that erases
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distinctive identities.

When Bursum projects The Mysterious Wamior oî his TV screens, The Map

becomes unmistakably an act of cartographic imperialism and a reminder of colonial history

(McCall 205). The Map presents an imperialistic vision of North America in which

distinctive tribal identities are erased and Canada is metaphorically consumed by the

culturally inscribed stereotypes enshrined in the Hollywood Western from the United States.

Bursum metaphorically casts the narratives of subordination that appear inThe Mysterious

Warrior across the entire mass of North America. At the same time, the Map becomes a

paradoxical site of resistance: even as it eliminates difference, it acknowledges many tribes'

rejection of the forty-ninth parallel as their national border. The Map exposes the cultural

investments in the process of mapping, whereby, in appeals to cartography, authorities tried

"to justify the territorial dispossession of First Nations people, imposed and continue to

impose their political authority on the Canadian landscape" (Stratton 97). Bursum's layout of

North America, in which as good colonialist he is laughably unable to pinpoint his own

town of Blossom, Alberta (revealing his lack of awareness of the "local"), is also intimately

connected to his interest in the cowboy.

The visual markers of race, defining who belongs to what community, explain part of

Bursum's attraction to the Western. "How Bursum loved his'Westerns, Lionel thought.

Every one was the same as the others. Predictable. Cowboys looked like cowboys. Indians

looked like Indiaris" (318). Essentializing categories in the Western rely on such visual

distinctions as much as cultural inscriptions, as they do in this John Wayne movie. Owen

Vy'ister, in an essay called "The Evolution of the Cow-Puncher," named the classical cowboy

as lineal descendant of the Anglo-Saxon knight-at-a.rms, a man in whom the rugged outdoor
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life of the West has brought out the latent courage, heroism, and toughness of his kind. The

Hollywood movie, which Bursum shows across the synchronized screens of The Map,

similarly inscribes the Western's stereotyped images of cowboy (and Indian) across the

landscape of North America. "The chief in this one," confides Bursum as he previews the

movie, "was a tall man on a black horse. He was naked to the waist. His long black hair was

hanging loose and tied around his head with a leather band" (318). Even while the movie

assigns normative appeararices onto disparate cultural groups, the image of the noble savage

becomes a symbol of all-encompassing otherness. The label "Indian" in cowboy Westerns

overrides distinct identities among aborigines in favour of markers of their shared visual

difference from Caucasians. The Mysterious Warrior reinforces Bursum's support of

narratives of domination because the movie presents a situation in which "advancing

(White) civilization displaces (Indian) savagery through violence and domination"

(Davidson I29). Tihe shirtless, long-haired chief may be noble, but he is still a savage. Such

cultural inscriptions, encoded in the Western, reflect Bursum's unquestioning acceptance of

hierarchies that are determined by visual markers, such as the exaggerated nose that Portland

Looking Bear wears in the cinematic role of kon Eyes. The projection of The Mysterious

Warrior on The Map reveals the narratives of subordination inherent in these visual markers

of difference.

The ritualization of cultural naratives is as much as part of the'Western King

parodies as is the inscription of difference. King's novel illustrates the ways that cowboy

movies continue to be deployed as cultural markers. For instance, the experience of

watching a Western is such a ritual for Bursum that, as he enjoys The Mysterious Warrior,

he clutches "his hands in his lap as if he was praying" (King 188). Bursum's religious
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devotion is not a joke;just as spiritual rituals such as the Sun Dance give meaning to the

lives of many of the First Nations characters, so does the Westem give meaning to Bursum.

The meaning he derives from it stems from its stereotypical portrayal of cowboys and

Indians, and exposes how ideologically loaded the Western really is (Matthews 365).

Though King does not equate the Sun Dance with the Western movie, giving the

former regenerative properties lacking in the latter, his novel finds similarities beyond their

ritual qualiÍtes. The Mysterious Wanior and the Sun Dance are both generators of identity

and meaning, revealing in the connection the'Westem as a loaded cultural document. What

limited regenerative properties that the Westem bestows are, ultimately, inextricably linked

to a particular cultural expression of WhiteÆuropean domination. In Bursum's case, the

Western gives him the chance to temporarily overturn Eli's defiant refusal to move his cabin

from the dam's spillway. In watching White cowboys handily defeat their Indian enemies,

Bursum can feel triumphal and exonerated. By watching an American mythology, the

conquering of a frontier that has been delocalized and generalized, Bursum experiences a

vicarious victory. The cowboy Western is itself a "victor's game" (McGrath 26), onethat

explains how the modern world has come to be. For Bursum, the Western offers a more

appealing model than anything that we might think of as the Laurentian Thesis. The

Western's embodiment of Turner's frontier constifutes a land populated and dominated by

the best and brightest, men who triumph because of their merit, men such as Bursum

himself. Bursum's identity is built on a conception of his own innate superiority and, more

importantly, how deserving he is of this ascendancy. Bursum's ritualistic approach to the

Western illustrates how the geffe informs his sense of self-worth; Westems are religious

texts for Bursum, and cowboys are his prophets. King manipulates this depiction of the
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modern world, using critical distance not only to poke fun at the cowboy Western, but to

expose the ideology of its na:rative and its adherants.

King exposes the very artifice of the Western narrative and the impact it has had on

Canadian cultural identity. In spite of the basic conceptual difference between the Canadian

prairie and the American plains, the image of the heroic settler who traverses a symbolic

landscape and bends it to his will is prevalent in both mythologies. V/hile Canadian and

American writers often deconstruct the fantasy of the cowboy's myth, King concems

himself with the transnational impact of the narrative's symbolic tropes. By exposing the

artifice of the cowboy's mythology, King exposes the similar ideological trappings that

pervade both fiction and history.

King directs much attention to the artful lie of the noble savage. King's parody of

Cooper's Natty Bumppo, called Nasty in Green Grass, expresses the cultural construction of

this figure: "Indians can run fast. Indians can endure pain. Indians have quick reflexes.

Indians don't talk much. Indians have good eyesight. Indians have agile bodies" (393). Nasty

parallels this construction with his conception of people of European descent: "\ilhites are

patient. Whites are spiritual. Whites are cognitive. Whites are philosophical. Whites are

sensitive" (King 393). The lists distinguish between doing and being, ascribing presumably

positive virtues to the inherent qualities of the Whites. Although the cowboy, the'Western

hero, could also be described as someone who can, for example, endure pain and display

quick reflexes, he is a liminal figure who also has access to inherent traits over and above

his physical attributes. The cowboy becomes the ideal inheritor of the land, legitimizing the

Westem's narrative of Native dispossession.

The Mysterious Warrior reveals much of the artifice in the very concept of the Indian
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through many references to Hollywood. Before the events of Green Grass, Charlie's father,

Portland Looking Bear, had a cateer as a Hollywood Indian. The character Portland plays in

The Mysterious Warrior, hon Eyes ("ironize"), is in every respect a stereotypical figure. The

term "Indian," a homogentzing ethnic category, a fiction in that movie, sets Portland apart

from the cowboys who are racially indicated as White. Michael Yellow Bird scathingly

describes the type of movie Indian that Portland embodies as "tlìe poorest of war tacticians,

who would unfailingly ride directly into a greatvolley of bullets only to be killed over and

over again in movie after movie" (40). kon Eyes conforms to many other recurring

stereotypes of the Noble Savage: he displays a poetic wisdom about humanity's relationship

to the land and an unyielding drive to fight (and lose) against the cowboy. kon Eyes swore

"to stop western expansion onto his people's land" (King 164), andhis ultimate death at the

hands of the cowboys and cavalry enables the eventual colonization of that territory. The

mythological formulations of cultural identity are so deeply inscripted, so ingrained, that Eli

can accurately predict the action of the plot without even reading the book.

There would be a conflict of some sort between the whites and the

Indians. And kon Eyes would be forced to choose between

Annabelle and his people. In the end, he would choose his people,

because it was the noble thing to do and because Westem writers

seldom let Indians sleep with whites [...] he'd be killed, of course,

and the novel would conclude on a happy note of some sort. (199)

Portland's role as Iron Eyes reinforces the notion of the Noble Savage and the dying Indian.

Portland reveals how these filmic inscriptions bleed into cultural identities. As a

working actor in Hollywood, Portland had to make several concessions. As an Aboriginal
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Canadian, however, he had to make more concessions than most. Even though he is an

"authentic" Indian, Portland does not satisfy the Hollywood standard for Indian-ness, much

as Shorty McAdoo in Vanderhaeghe's The Englishman's Boy is rejected as unworthy to play

a cinematic cowboy though he himself is totally authentic as an actual cowboy. For related

reasons, CB Cologne, a friend of Portland's who ran the extras for several studios, tells

Portland to change his name to something more dramatic. To dramatize the farce of his

situation, Portland and his wife choose Iron Eyes Screeching Eagle, "the most absurd n¿rme

they could imagine (151). In addition to highlighting the ridiculous nature of the Hollywood

stereotype, the parodic creation of Portland's stage name suggests its constructedness - it is

also the name of the chief in The Mysterious Warrior. This suggests that Portland's

compromises are no less artful than is the creation of kon Eyes to embody the narrative of

subordination that pervades the'Westem and, more generally, North American culture.

In addition to his persona, Portland's actual body becomes a site of stereotyping.

Kept from working by casting agents, he is told that "his nose wasn't the right shape" (152).

As long as he stood in the background and remained basically faceless, his nose was

acceptable. "But now that he was center stage, playing chiefs and the occasional renegade,

the nose became a problem" (I52). Portland is given a rubber nose to wear to better play the

part, in perpetuation of the'Western visual clichés about race. Initially, Portland rejects the

rubber nose as something only a clown would wear and mocks the savagery expected of a

Hollywood Indian: he puts on the nose and chases his wife, Lillian, around their house, only

catching her because she "was laughing so hard" (153). Eventually, after six months of

rejection, Portland gives in to the stereotype and he wears the nose in order to get work.

Exemplifying Bhabha's concept of mimicry, Portland can only participate in cultural
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discourse if he is willing to take on the semiotic codes of the dominant culture. King

represents the Indian, the ethnically homogenous dying noble savage as seen in the Western,

in Portland's fake nose.

Portland's fake nose becomes a generative site for broader constructions of

aboriginal identity in King's novel. V/atching The Mysterious Warrior in ahotel room, Dr.

Joseph Hovaugh (Joe Hovaugh - Jehovah) reasons that "the chiefjust might be an Indian.

He knew that Hollywood used Italians and Mexicans to play krdian roles, but the man's nose

was a dead giveaway" (222). King often mocks Hovaugh's eminently reasonable attitudes,

and this act of confident recognition is similarly revealing. While considering the

construction of identity that occurs in formula'Westerns, he reinforces the very stereotypes

he claims wisdom for isolating. Unlike Hovaugh, however, Charlie cannot immediately

rccogntze his own father precisely because all the fakery is an impediment. When Charlie

finally gasps that it is his father playing kon Eyes, it is only after Charlie wryly has listed

the typical visual markers of the Hollywood Indian that allow for easy recognition, traits that

create a flattening into sameness: the grimace, the flowing black hair, the wild eyes, the

shirtless torso. Charlie does not recognize his father because he too has so internalized the

terms that he has come to expect and therefore cannot readily see beyond them. Rather, the

recognition occurs in spite of them, highlighting these physical traits as social constructs

(Davidson, Walton & Andrews 129). While Portland lands some prominent roles because of

the nose, it eventually has an adverse effect on him. Once Portland begins to wear the rubber

appendage, his breathing becomes impaired and - signaling his changing sense of self - his

voice changes. The nose disgusts people when it begins to smell "like rotting potatoes.

People began to measure their distance" (154). The nose completely dominates Portland's
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face as well, always bumping into things or getting hooked on a cup of coffee. Portland's

obviously artificial nose metonymically stands in for the obviously artifrcial construction of

his krdian identity, which begins to alter him and to inflect his voice and identity.

The dubious representation of aboriginal men in The Mysterious Wanior is part of

the constructed Indian identity that the Westem projects. In addition to what King can draw

out through Portland's role, he explores several other constructions of the Indian that

Hollywood'Westems endorse. Portland's friend CB Cologne, a red-headed Italian, is not

only in charge of running extras, but he himself has also "played some of the Indian leads"

(151). Evidently ¿tnyone can be an Indian, so little do the producers know or respect native

identities. CB's name - which stands for Crystal Ball - draws to mind not only the word

cowboy but also evokes the historical figures of Cristobal Colon, or Christopher Columbus

(another Italian who participated in the construction of "Indian" identity), and Cecil B

DeMille, famous Hollywood producer of self-important epics (and one of the inspirations

for Damon lra Chance nThe Englishman's Boy). The cultural flattening that CB's

performing of race produces a double erasure, echoed in the text by the fact that Portland's

own cultural history was negated in his playing the entire category of Indian. Charlie's

mother explains that Portland "was a Sioux eighteen times, a Cheyenne ten times, a Kiowa

six times, an Apache five times, and a Navaho once" (151). Like Tonto, who was alternately

an Apache in the Lone Ranger novels and a Potawatomi in the radio program, Portland's

screen personae illustrate the interchangeability of distinct cultural groups. Portland's rubber

nose, CB's ltalian-Indian, and the ignorance of cultural difference, all represent how

Hollywood stereotypes of Native Americans "prematurely foreclose not only the complexity

inherent in individual communities but also of the various ways in which authority is
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positioned within cultural groups" flilylie "Trust" 108).

As Horne points out, "original inhabitants of the 'Western Hemisphere neither called

themselves by a single term nor understood themselves as a collectivity" (9). Despite that

reality, the Western participates in the same cultural transformation of individual First

Nations people, like Portland, into imaginary Indians, both generic and horrific, that pervade

the dreams of North American culture. Even the title of King's paradigmatic film provides

no specific n¿rme for its (presumed) protagonist, it is only a "Mysterious Warriorl." Home

argues that "in transforming First Nations into cultural artifacts and commodities,

Hollywood movies and westerns are debilitating in their romanticized images of the

indigene and the 'noble savagie"' (10). V/estems, either as films or novels, reconstruct

history - already a fictional construction insofar as accepted national histories reflect the

perspectives and interests of the dominant culture - normalize Native dispossession and

exploitation inasmuch as the noble savages are named elegiacally as a dying people. As

Latisha, owner of the Dead Dog Café and Lionel's sister, so wryly observes, "if the Indians

won, it probably wouldn't be a'Western" (193).

However, King's parodic manipulation of the tropes of the Western provides a sharp

contrast to the narrative of subordination. The cowboy is, indeed, a liminal figure but he is

also a coercive influence. Lionel Red Dog grew up admiring John V/ayne, denying the racial

markers Hollywood provides, and identifying with the cowboy: "Lionel didn't have a great

nose like that and he had always thought he looked more like John Wayne" (318). Lionel is

then, if not delighted, at least pleased when the runaway elders, the tricksters, give him a

jacket that Eli says makes Lionel look like John Wayne. Lionel feels as if he can more fully

embody his fantasy of cowboy masculinity than he can satisfy his indebtedness to his
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aboriginal heritage. This jacket, so heavy with connotations of the conquering cowboy, is a

symbol of a constructed identity that Lionel wishes to embrace. It does not take long,

however, before the jacket begins to constrict and make Lionel distinctly uncomfortable. At

frst it is not warm enough, and soon begins to caìlse him discomfort and then it is too warm.

Wearing the jacket, "Lionel could feel his neck begin to sweat. The jacket was pulling at his

arms, and the cuffs were chafing his wrists" (363).

The jacket becomes a symbol of King's narative repositioning of the cowboy. At an

early point in the novel, Lionel, in the Hotel Utah, sees a portrait of General George

"Morningstar" Custer, who looks "splendid in a fringed leather jacket" (61). The jackets'

similarities connect Lionel's gift to an historical figure famous for imperial conquest and,

primarily, for being killed by the Aboriginal people he sought to wipe out. It is also apparent

that this is the jacket worn by the unnamed character John Wayne plays nThe Mysterious

Warrior. Bursum notes the bullet holes in the back of the jacket when the tricksters give it to

Lionel. V/hen the John-Wayne character is shot at the end of the movie, we leam, "two

bullets ripped through his chest and out the back of his jackef' (322). Through the jacket,

'Wayne's triumphalist cowboy is explicitly linked to Custer's historical position as a figure of

colonial oppression; the jacket becomes an ironic object of reversal in the victorious

'Western narative.

King's novel modifies the importance of cowboy costuming, differently than Ross

and Vanderhaeghe. Rather than focusing on dandyism, or role-playing, through the

metonymical jacket King emphasizes Roland Barthes' evocation of clothing and fashion as a

substitute and a symbol for the body (Kuenz 103). John V/ayne and George Custer's fringed

leather jacket(s) seem, indeed, to be a symbol of the men's identities. The garment is not
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wom by the actual person John Wayne in his life outside the cinema but by the filmic

representation of John Wayne, and is therefore an item drawn from the fictional realm.

Slippage occurs between the imaginative domain of the film and the "actual" realm of

Lionel's experience when the jacket, with its bullet holes, shows up in the lives of King's

characters: the jacket turns out to belong to Latisha Red Dog Mornigstar's abusive husband,

who demands its return. George Morningstar, who is from Michigan, where there is a large

commemorative statue of Custer, and whose name is hardly accidental, in his appearance

evokes General Custer right down to the long hair they have in common (Flick 149). V/hen

George asks for his jacket, Lionel is all too willing to divest himself of the confining

garment. In a metonymic move, Lionel's rejection of the jacket is also atacit rejection of the

constructed identity of the cowboy. King identifies the cowboy with an item of clothing, a

manufactured item with several links to imperial narratives, and one that apparently can be

divested. Through the parodic use of the Westem, King's novel explores the artificiality of

the heroic cowboy and the possibility of rejecting the Western narrative.

However, simple rejection of the cowboy narrative is not a strategy that King whole-

heartedly endorses. The easy refusal of the jacket, and the corresponding repudiation of the

cowboy, would express a reductive vision that does not resolve the actual cultural amnesia

that pervades the world King's characters must navigate. Rejection is, rather, only one of

many reactions, none of them in themselves fully adequate, that the novel's characters may

embrace. As the tricksters explain, in fixing part of the world, "part of it got messed up, too"

(3s7).

The novel's acts of de-centering and subversion focus on The Mysterious Warrior

and the strategies that the characters adopt in resisting the fîlm. A film, and later a novel,
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Bursum enthusiastically calls it "the best IV'estem of them all. John'Wayne, Richard

'Widmark, Maureen O'Hara. All the biggies" (188). Bursum invests his greatest appreciation

for chimerical figures, whose exploits migrate across the spectral world of the cinema, in

roles they occupy from film to film. What most recommends them to him is their

prominence within that ghostly world. The echoes of the movie abound in King's text not

only in the names of other cowboys (the Lone Ranger and, to a certain extent, Hawkeye),

but also in its references to performance more generally, similarly to both Ross and

Vanderhaeghe's handling of the topic. Performance is highlighted not only in Portland's

assumed identity, but in the roles other aboriginal characters occupy to simulate the

discourse of the culture provided for them.

Eli's life provides a further practice of such enactment. After joining him at the Sun

Dance, Eli's partner, Karen, tells her friends about how wonderful an experience it was. Her

friends ask questions that stray quickly into the realm of well-meaning stereotype. "'You

saw that movie with Richard Harris, didn't you? Just how real was that ceremony?"' (263)2.

As with The Mysterious Warrior,this pop culture narative impinges upon the people to

shape social understanding and racial identity. Karen's parents are only able to see the

ceremonial dance as "one hell of a vacation" (263). On the other hand, Eli does not wish to

participate in the ceremony, but he does not want to belittle it, either. His recourse is to

refuse participation in either discourse. King reveals Eli's withdrawal in effect to be a tacit

complicity, however, a performance of another kind.

Reactions to The Mysterious Warrior, whether film or novel, reveal the primary

means of resistance to the texts of domination in King's novel. The narative of the Western

exemplifie d n The Mysterious Warrior is one of conquest, of dying noble savages and
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victorious cowboys. Green Grass, through its revisionist use of the film intervenes to revise

its narrative in its confirmation of colonial dominance and erasure of actual Native

Americans. As Eli reads the novelistic version, the story of Iron Eyes and his opponent ends

predictably:

kon Eyes attacked the soldiers.

The cavalry came riding over the hill.

Etc., etc., etc.

Flip, flip, flip. (King 218)

King succinctly registers here the marks of bored impatience in Eli's rapidly scanning a text

that is so clichéd it hardly warrants a pause or sparks an interest. Eli knows what it is, the

"etc., etc., etc." implying that we have the same old mindless thing, you could repeat it in

your sleep, fill in the blanks, this has been said a thousand times before. Bursum, for his

part, cheers as the cavalry rides over the hill to defeat their Indian attackers. Aboriginal

people, we see yet again, may hold important positions in cowboy Westerns, but they are

inevitably the losers of any conflict. But not in King's redoing. Or Undoing. It is precisely

this construction, the cowboy as necessary victor, that is parodically inverted in Green

Grass.

One of the more important exposures of The Mysterious Warrior happens when it is

playing on television as a late-night movie. Johnson argues that even this presentation of the

film "undermines stereotypical media images of Indians by cross-cutting scenes from the

Westem with personal memories of Native experience" (8). Television and other fictive

representations are implicated in both the division of Native communal life and in the

neutralizing of political resistance. Johnson emphasizes how this showing of the movie
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is characterizedby the viewers' overwhelming impotence in the face of the

TV and by forms of resistance that are both belated and inadequate. Latisha's

son, Christian, for example, decides that the Western is hardly worth

watching if the Indians always lose; nevertheless, the television stays on. (8)

Latisha's attempt to foreclose on the inevitable conclusion is limited to tuming off the

television. When Christian, Latisha's son, asks if the movie is over, "yes," Latisha replies,

"it is" (215). The answer to a drowsy Christian's question suggests "the futility of this

localized response" (8). Her response refers not only to the movie, or even to her desire to

circumvent its foregone denouement, but also to "the pervasive sense of despair such

representations produce" (Johnson 8) and to the individual's inability to intervene

meaningfully in the system of mediation itself.

Other characters experience a similar sense of impotence in the face of the culturally

pervasive imagery that dominate Westerns. Charlie's failure to turn off the TV signal

reiterates this dilemma more clearly still; for even though he turns down the intrusive sound

on his set, Charlie still lies "there with his eyes open" (213) until he eventually spies,

"beneath the makeup, buried under a large rubber nose" (217), his father. The meeting

between father and son "is thus staged as a hyperreal encounter in which image and referent

seem permanently riven" (Johnson 8). Similarly, Alberta's encounter withThe Mysterious

Warrior elicits confusion between the simulacra and the real. "Alberta hit the Off button.

Enough. The last thing in the world she needed to do was watch some stupid Westem.

Teaching'Westem history was trial enough without having to watch what the movie makers

had made out of it" (214). Even historical fact is subsumed under the narative of triumphant
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colonization. Alberta, like Latisha, initially seeks to ignore the images and to try to limit

their influence.

New strategies appear when the film is re-shown in Bursum's store. The four

tricksters, who have fun on a quest to fix the world, have selected as one of their targets The

Mysterious Warrior. After giving Lionel the fringed leather jacket for his birthday, the

tricksters - along with Charlie, Eli, and Bursum - watch the movie on Bursum's Map. The

first hint of parody in the movie begins as hon Eyes is about to lead his people to certain

death, as has happened countless times in countless other'Westerns, as well as every other

time this movie has been played to Bursum's gratified approval. However, the elders' earlier

attempts to fix the narrative by now has produced a significant a physical effect in it: "the

Indians gathered on the banks of the river's edge and looked across at the soldiers" until

"with one voice, on all the speakers on all the televisions on The Map, the Indians shook

their lances and their rifles and their bows and yelled until Bursum had to turn the volume

down a bit" (319). That small gesture, Bursum's turning down the volume, implies that the

counter-narrative is beginning to break in upon him and to disturb his assuredness. The

natives are getting restless, they are making a lot of noise. They are raising their voices.

The cavalry appears, as they always have, but this time, after the hundreds of soldiers

come over the rise, they simply disappear. Once their last-minute rescue has been expunged

from the narrative, it can further be rewritten. As the Indians massacre the cowboys,

V/idmark stains the front of his pants "dark and wet" (321) andJohn Wayne, "looked down

and stared stupidly at the affow in his thigh" (322)beforc he is finished off by two bullets

through the chest and an affow in the throat. Here, Green Grass reverses the narrative of the

heroic and victorious cowboy with parodic humour, showing the macho cowboys to be
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vulnerable and undignified. The Indians, for once, triumph and the Native Americans in the

store delight in the elders' reworking of the'Western. Their manipulation of the narrative,

however wondrously, is not confined to a single copy of the movie. As Bursum frantically

checks all the other copies of The Mysterious Warrior that he has in stock, hoping to restore

the earlier and, for him, preferable version, his employee Minnie escalates the magnitude of

his worries when she speculatss, "we have lots of other Westerns. What if they all have the

same problem?" (359). V/hat indeed? What if all the Westerns were magically transformed

to tell another story and lead to a different outcome? The world would then be in quite a fix.

No more natives going extinct, no more gallant battles won by gallant cowboys. In King's

cheeky rewriting of the material, the problem of the cowboy narrative is exposed and shown

to be open to radical revision.

The revision of the movie undermines the 'Western's underlying message of V/hite

western male superiority by showing the Indians so completely defeating the cowboys and

showing them to be something other than stalwart and omnipotent. The dominating narrative

discourse of the Western is subverted by its own particular logic (a reliance on sudden,

nearly inexplicable interventions in the plot) here, when the cavalry magically arrives, only

- with less sense of inexplicable shift in plot - to disappear and leave the 'Western heroes in

defeat. In King's postmodern novel, the narrative of the victorious cowboy and the dyrng

noble savage is not closed and can in fact be revised; it is "fixed," but it is not fixed. As the

tricksters mischievously admit, when they fixed up the world, "part of it got messed up,

too." The novel itself mimics the cowboy narrative: ending in a climactic gun battle, King's

novel imitates the cowboy's standard narative. As J David Stevens articulates it, violence in

the'Western assumes that "the use of the gun fundamentally asserts individual existence and
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identity even as it offers a Darwinist 'survival of the fittest' axiom to govern life" (27).Itis

possible then to suppose that the hail of gunfire that mows down V/ayne and Widmark is

directed at the cowboy narrative generally; King appropriates and strategically re-deploys

'Western violence to assert the fundamental right of the Indian to resist, to exist, and perhaps

even to prevail.

In the previous version of the film, the Indians are wiped off the face of the land in a

violent demonstration of irresistible imperialism. The transformation of the film takes place

on Bursum's Map, the symbolic representation of North America - by transforming the

narrative of conquest and subjugation into one of victorious anti-colonial resistance, one

authored by aborigines, the triumphalist discourse of colonialism is confronted with its own

savage violence (Stratton 96). At one level, the tricksters' manipulation of the novel's

archetypal Westem, The Mysterious Warrior, is in keeping with the novel's satire of non-

Native culture. Reversing the outcome of the battle between John Wayne and his companion

Richard'Widmark, and the bands of howling savages, subverts the genocidal ideology

informing the Western's "spectacle of men and horses and weapons" (King 183).

This surprising revisioning of the Western overturns the narrative of the inevitable

cowboy victory at the expense of Aboriginal. In the new and improved version, Portland is

addressed by his own name, not as kon Eyes (his conflated role in the film and as a Native

American trying to work in Hollywood). The novel's sftategy of revisioning allows his role-

playing to cease; Portland is able to reclaim an identity distinct from the fabricated role

written for him by the'Westem narrative. When the altered film inverts Indian powerlessness

it encourages readers to recognize the constructedness of the Western and many of

literature's other "award-winning" texts. The story has to change if King is going to
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demonstrate that it is, in fact, a story.

King's novel weaves the lives of his characters around and through the discourse of

the cowboy Western and effaces the boundary between the story and the "neal" world

(Goldman 30), between the fiction and the truth. Bill Bursum's love of the V/estern genre is

aligned with his frustration at Eli Stand Alone's refusal to move his cabin, thus ensuring that

Bursum's property on Parliament Lake will remain worthless. The Native elders' alterations

to Bursum's treasured The Mysterious Wanior, projected on his cartographical

representation of North America built of televisions, takes on an added resonance because

they manage to do precisely what Bursum has presumed to be beyond the capacity of Native

peoples: to imaginatively seize power and control from those who see themselves as

superior (Davidson,'Walton & Andrews 128). They manipulate the technology that has been

used to propagate the constructed and static stereotypes of Aboriginal people. The strategic

use of the'Western in King's novel is also apparent in the construction of both the cowboy

and Indian identities in popular culture. Lionel's jacket, which brings to mind both General

Custer and John Wayne, is symbolic of his desire to buy into the heroic persona of the

cowboy. Portland Looking Bear's rubber nose is likewise a symbol of the absurd

construction of the Indian identity, just as it illustrates its destructive effects.

It is the manipulation of the ending of The Mysterious Warrior that parodically uses

the cowboy'Westem to subvert dominant systems of discourse. The parodic Western

empowers an alternate reading of the cowboy narrative, as Linda Hutcheon notes about

King's historicizing parody. King's revision of the Westem "denies the historicity of the

past" but in that denial it is "the pasts of both literature and history that are being trivialized

and recuperated" (Hutcheon 138). Once the Indians get the chance to experiment with the
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victorious colonizer identities for once, the mimicry illuminates the bias of the cowboy

Westerns' narrative. The history of the discourse of Indian defeat at the hands of cowboys is

overtumed and what once was atotalizing narrative becomes a space of debate and potential

subversion (Davidson 11). The artificial and, in the case of Portland's nose, ludicrous nature

of the constructed Noble Savage (and, equally, the inevitably victorious cowboy) is held up

ironically and opened to questioning in the space afforded by the alternate reading, the

inversion and mimicry, of The Mysterious Warcior. The parodic use of the cowboy Westem

formula empowers readers not simply to revise the content of racist scripts, but challenges

their fundamental conventions, specifically, the linear, monologic, narrative structure itself.

Ultimately, as the novel's narrator puts it, stories are not meant to have one definitive

meaning, but to be multiple, to encompass contradictions, and to be open to change. "'There

are no truths, Coyote,' I says. 'Only stories"' (King 391). King asks that we recognize that

by fixing one part of the story, another paft gets messed up and that no single strategy will

overwrite centuries of subjugation and violence. [n so doing, we may empower altemative

readings and that can subvert the standard rules of recognition.
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CHAPTER FTVE
Conclusion

"I ain't never heard tell of Whoop-Up country." -The Englishman's Boy

Shortly after Eli Stand Alone meets Karen, the woman he will many, at the

University of Toronto, she asks him if he has read any good books lately. Karen, herself,

gives Eli a copy of As For Me and My House: "'it's a wonderful novel,' she said, and she

lowered her voice. 'All about a woman who almost dies of boredom on the prairies"' (161).

Eli takes the book, which King describes as oddly hefty. As For Me and My House is a short

novel, and certainly not nearly as hefty as the book Eli is reading, Charles Dickens' Bleak

House- But, we are led to suppose, the heaviness of Ross's novel must not be in its material

dimensions or paper stock but in what it s¡rmbolizes, and its importance to the Can Lit

carion. The connection King draws out in this passage, as he does with several other notable

pieces of Canadian literature throughout his novel, is the fact that what you read is who you

are, as Karen's confessional tone to Eli, the lowering of her voice, indicates. Karen attempts

to understand and communicate with Eli through cultural texts from which she perceives

him to be excluded. Her reading of Ross's novel is emblematic of who she is, but she

imagines that for the most part, in an attempt to connect and a desire to engage with what

she assumes to be Eli's interest, the novels Eli wants to read "'are about Indians"' (161).

Eli is, in many ways, what he reads. His fondness for'Westerns is tangled up in his

education in English Literature, but it is this very affection that provides Green Grass,

Running Water with a point of entry into the literary canon. Although a pervasively negative

influence in the novel, the'Western offers Eli something that onlyAs For Me and My House,

of all the other books mentioned, does: it shows him the prairie - the land that Karen,

unthinkingly, rejected as boring.
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Eli could see the prairies, and he chuckled as he imagined for a moment

galloping through the tall grass on a glistening black horse with Karen flung

across the saddle. At first she lay there, looking up at him with wondering

eyes, and then she was laughing and throwing books into the air and

shouting, "Read this one, read this one." (163)

The joyous image that Eli finds directly echoes the relationship between hon Eyes and

Annabelle. The scene calls to mind an Edenic space, where, for Eli, he can gently mock

Karen's insistence that he read books "about Indians."

In the fantasy, the horse, of course, stumbles - images from classical V/esterns do

not satisfactorily resolve issues of identity on the prairie. But the cowboy does provide

potent imaginative possibilities for Eli, as for many other characters in Canadian literature.

The prairie of Canadian literature does not conform to Innis' hinterland theory, nor does it

fulfiIIthe symbolic duties of the Tumerian frontier. As the image of the stumbling horse

illustrates - a horse carrying an Indian who enjoys reading Westems - the prairie wilderness

is not a site of conflicts that create heroic icons any more than a boring stretch of land that

draws its ideals and ethics from elsewhere.

The cowboy stories of the Canadian prairie should not be generalized, but there is

often present in those tales an instinct for subversion and revision. Sinclair Ross, with his

cow-punchers and rodeo queens, parodies images of the cowboy as a sentinel of solitary

masculinity. h their trials, these cow-pokes, less concerned with capturing and mastering a

hostile landscape than surviving on it, negotiate the highly gendered terrain of the'Western

and challenge social roles. The ideal of the hardened cowboy being ideally suited to define

and conquer the prairie finds little traction: the landscape often proves unreadable, horses
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know better than people, women and men eke out a living on a landscape of emotional and

physical barrenness, and the skill set required to navigate this frontier requires more than a

quick draw and a laconic temperament.

In sharp contrast, Guy Vanderhaeghe uses the American myth of the cowboy, his

filmic presence and cultural power, to draw attention to the historic creation of the

Canada/US border and the myths that reside on either side of that Medicine Line. The divide

of laws north of the Medicine Line, and lawlessness south of it, proves as imaginary as the

line itself. The cowboy is not the representative of frontier justice, of the unspoken bonds of

the social contract, nor the man who takes on a community's sins as his own and, therefore,

must forever stand aprt. Vanderhaeghe's cowboy, the silent movie cowboy, takes on

several forms - English, Scots-Canadian, American, vile, craven, guilt-ridden - and the

deployment of his narrative, in his role as Tumer's frontier hero, is intimately related to the

narrative of the Mountie and Canadian self-identification. The creation of the Mounted

Police is a direct result of some perverse cowboys' sense of frontier justice, and the creation

of Canadian myths and symbols defy the logic of kmis' thesis, just as they deny the logic of

the border.

Like Vanderhaeghe, Thomas King uses the cowboy to resist and subvert national

mythology and confronts the biases and silences of the'Western. Krg, however, uses

"'WesteÍt" in both senses of the word, and asserts that the canon of great Westem literature

can best be understood through the cowboy's narrative of violence and imperial

appropriation. Characters from the canon - Moby Dick's Ishmael, Robinson Crusoe's titular

character, Natty BumppoÆIawkeye from The Leatherstocking Tales - can be replaced, their

stories no more permanent and unassailable than shifting origin of the Lone Ranger and his
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side-kick, Tonto. King uses these narratives, these stories, to reverse the inscrutable weight

of the canon; mimicking and resisting its power, King uses stories to expose its creation as a

story (or series of stories, a serial like the Lone Ranger's radio show) and permits the

possibility of its dismantling.

The Canadian prairie, that expanse that so cowed Cartier, inspires different tales than

the American frontier. The Canadian west has not gone unex¿ùmined, but many aspects of its

past have been overwritten by meta-na:ratives like Innis' "hinterland" theory. There are,

certainly, mariy further avenues through which Canadian writers explore the prairie, but the

cowboy offers a unique way to explore Canadian culture and myths. Blazing a trail across

that lonesome prairie, the cowboy studies, here and there, in the sage and tumbleweed, a

land often passed over without a second glance.
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CHAPTER ONE

I Cawelti estimates that, of the works of fiction published in 1958, nearly 7l7o were

'Westems, 
and at least 54 'Western films were made. In 1959, "eight of the top ten shows on

television, as measured by Nielsen ratings, were Westerns and thirty of the prime-time

shows were horse operas" (2).

2 There are, of course, many Canadian writers who have used the cowboy to engage in

subverting the American myth from within: Robert Kroetsch, Rudy Wiebe, George

Bowering, and others. Michael Ondaatje's The CollectedWorks of Billy the Kid approaches

the kind of border crossing that inspires Stegner; Ondaatje describes the book as the movie

he could never afford to produce. It was, in fact, this wealth of material that helped convince

me that the cowboy speaks to Canadian writers in a particularly interesting way.

CHAPTER TWO

t Laurence's introductionto The Lamp at Noon and Other Stories is not uniformly

depressing. She finds much that is beautiful in Ross's stories, describing his style as "spare

lean, honest," with "no gimmicks, and yet in its very simplicity setting up continuing echoes

in the mind" (8). She makes clear that, despite the hardships, that one of the true joys of

Ross's fiction is the perseverance of his prairie men and women, "stumbling perhaps, but

still going on" (12).

'Other scenes in Ross show that women can experience a special connection to the land. For

instance, in "The Lamp at Noon," Ellen's behaviour can only be understood through a vision

of nature, when "it seemed that this scream of wind was a cry from her parched and frantic

lips" (20), giving her suffering a mythic proportion. The narrative routinely associates Ellen

r23
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with the wind, which mirrors her conflicted emotions: "there were two winds: the wind in

flight, and the wind that pursued [...] this frst wind sprang inside the room, distraught like a

bird that has felt the graze of talons on its wing, while furious the other wind shook the

walls" (14).

3 Notably missing in Ross's cowboys from this description is the gun and, in fact, Ross

shows a lack of interest in male violence. Only Vickers has given himself over to it, and

Ross depicts him as an aberration and a mad man. Further, in Ross's fiction, violence is not

the locus of morality. Violence is subsumed under near-Puritan reticence and the dramatic

confrontations in Ross's world are between two subjects and their mutual fears of containing

spaces. Manipulation of ritualistic patterns of male aggression in the cowboy narative will

be explored fuither in subsequent chapters.

o The lack of self-naming that Mrs. Bentley exhibits mirrors that of the thirteen-year-old

naffators of "One's a Heifer" and "the Outlaw;" the primary difference is that the boys are

unnamed because their identities develop through the course of their stories, whereas Mrs.

Bentley shows a long-held, socially imposed unwillingness to asserting her own voice, a

silence that echoes the long-standing place of women in the classic 'Western.

CHAPTER THREE

1 It is worth noting that, whether a typographical error or not, the flrst-person narrative voice

appears suddenly in the midst of the omniscient narration, further diminishing the absolute

power of the omniscient narrator in the text, and possibly revealing Harry's own subsumed

feelings of implication in the creation of Besieged, and the historical biases it represents.
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" The significance of mimicry, and its relationship to First Nations' narratives in the

Western, will be explored in the next chapter.

CHAPTER FOUR

1 While he may be the titular character, kon Eyes is also the film's antagonist. He ultimately

tries to kill the heroic cowboys, proving himself to be more savage than noble.

2 The film in question is likely A Man CaUed Horse (1910), another variation on the

captivity theme in Westems, a theme that is very prominent in Cooper's Leatherstocking

Tales.
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